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Stu de nts
run for
bo ard
By Julian Brown
The Student Senate hopes to
increase the Univers ity's influence in Durham by nominat ing
two student s for the town's
Board of Selectmen.
Jay Ablondi and James Griffith will run in the elections on
March 12 for two seats opening
up on the board.
"We're not jokester s or anything. We' re serious about the
position ," said James Griffith ,
a sophom ore and politica l
science major who has lived in
Durham for 14 years.
"I feel I can do somethi ng and
I can put in the time and effort
to do a good job," said Griffith.
The Student Senate was unable to disclose the objectiv es
and platform that they would
present the board if Griffith and
Ablond i are elected. The specifics of such a platform were
not yet worked out, officials said.
· Student Body Presiden t John
Davis said he hopes to have the
student body interest s represented in town decisions concerning the University.
"They simply have the power
to pass ordinan ces which are
directed towards the University,
and they've been taking advantage of that. The open containe r
ordinan ce, for example ; there
was no discuss ion with the
·Univer sity about that," Davis
said.

Durham, N .H.

Bulk Rate U.S. Postaoe Paid
Durham N.H. Permit #30

Bu dg et

hike
po se d
By Kris Snow
Univers ity officials say Governor John Sununu 's propose d
$16. 5 million increas e in the
Univer sity System of New
Hampsh ire's (USNH ) budget
will help bolster faculty salaries
· and promote increased funding
for several USNH projects.
Althoug h Sununu 's $83.5

Studen t opinio ns
pg. 4_
UNH Men's Volleyb all Club throttle d Tufts last night in Lundho lm
Gym. (Charles Smith million USNH budget proposa l
photo)
falls $10 million short of the
system's recomm ended figure,
"There isn't a sense of com- them," he Sc!i.d. _
_with the Student Senate Com- official s agree the amount is
munity in Durham . There is a_
encouraging.
In order to insure that the . mittee.
misunde rstandin g of some sort students ' interests were repres"It's going to be a good-sized
A commit tee
between the University and the ented, Ted Eynon, student body tend the board'swould also at- increase ," said Lennard Fisk,
meeting s "to
town," said Griffith.
UNH vice-president of research
vice presiden t, said that Griffith make sure they'll
"One of our goals is not to and Ablondi would work closely students ' better act with the
.
interest
s,"
Eyanger or upset the townspeople.
BUDGE T, page 11 ·
non said.
One of our hopes, if we can get
elected, is that it will help the
student s in the long run," he
said.
Durham Town Selectm an
Owen Durgin said that he did By W. Glenn Stevens
Februar y of 1984. A full year created for people to meet and
not know of any problem s
The MUB Board of Gover- later nothing has been done.
talk and also to increase study
between Durham and the Uni- nors appropr iated $15,000 for
Jeremy Riecks, vice chairma n space."
versity. "As long as they ( the planned renovati on to ·the east- of the MUB Board
of
Riecks said, "this project has
candida tes) are qualifie d resi- west lounge in the MUB in said, "The lounge Governo rs
was to be taken so long because the Unidentiall y, the more power to
versity says we have to go
through Facilities Planning ."
The Board of Govern ors is
not allowed to accept bids from
private compan ies. "Facilit ies
Plannin g has a select number
of venders that they do business
with," said Riecks.
which they were doing the worst
There is really no explana tion
up to the last week before the
of why the east-we st lounge
deadline to drop, Thomas said.
project has taken so long, he
This led to student s taking
said.
up slots in classes which would
"We though t that it would
have been open to other stube done over the summer ; it's
dents had the drop deadlin e
only .a six to ten day job," said
been sooner and waste in suppRiecks. "If we were not required
lies, Thomas said.
to go through Facilitie s PlanMember s of the adminis traning it would have been done
tion were concern ed that the
a lot quicker."
longer drop deadline was com"We've done our job, we feel
promisi ng to academ ic excelthat this should be done," said
lence, Thomas said.
Steven Salera, chairma n of the
Since the installa tion of the
Board of Governors.
shorter deadlin e, there was a
"It's like running into a brick
40 percent decreas e in the
wall," he said.
number of drop cards processed
Salera, a senior, said, "I'd like
last semeste r from those proto see this done before I graduate
cessed prior to the three week
or before my son graduates."
deadline, she added.
Paul Careno, manage r of the
John Davis, student body The
East/W est Lounge of the MUB is slated for renovat ion project manage rs in charge of
but no one seems to know when the project will take the east-wes t lounge renovati on
place.(C harles Smith Jr. photo)
DROP DATE, page 21
LOUNGE, page 20

E-W lou ng e rep air s sti fle d

Se na te pr op ose s
dr op -da te ex ten sio n By Vera Mouradian
,
The Student Senate plans to
propose to the Academic Senate
an extensio n of the current three
week deadlin e for droppin g
classes to the fifth or sixth
Friday of the semester. ·
The deadlin e for droppin g
classes was formerl y seven
weeks into the semeste r ( or
· mid-sem ester). The move to
shorten the deadlin e to three
weeks was initiate d by the
Academic Standards and Advising Commi ttee last year, said
Stephan ie Thomas , Registr ar
of the University.
She said an increas ing
number of students were picking up a fifth class at the
beginni ng of the semeste r as
a "buffer. " The students would
then attend all five classes,
finally droppin g the class in

862-1490
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Greek fraternities
reach cross-roads
By Steven Ciarametaro
· The Greek System is one of
the largest and oldest student
organizations, on campus yet
recently the Greek System at
UNH has been criticized from
several directions for alleged
· violatiori.s ranging from sexual ·
harassment to alcohol law violations.
· In a recent interview, President of Sigma Nu and lnter'fr a t e r n i t y Co u n c i 1 V i c e President Jeff Foy suggested,
the Greek system is at a turning
· ·-- · ·
· -- poin"t~ ---- · --- -"It ~ould e~ther expand or fall
apart,

he said.

_The Greek System, as a whole
seems, to be concerned.with the
negative image they have been
given, and are trying to show
the University community they
are not just concerned with
parties and raids. Part of this
change came in the form of an
alcohol awareness program,
now a self-imposed mandatory
program for all pledges. The
changes go much further; however.
President of Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity Bob Heath said
his house is "in a period of
transition," one which Heath
said he thinks will result in a
better image for the fraternity,
along with more positive action
within in the house.
"For a while last semester,
some of the Greek houses were
on the brink of going under. I
think that inspired us to clean
up our act and really come out
stronger and more cohesive."
Heath said.

Associate Dean of Student
Activities Bill Kidder said, "the
Greek System is in a period of
growth .. . and is also now in a
positive light. "
Kidder said there seems to
be a growing interest in the
Greek system, as evidenced by
three rechartering of three
fraternities, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Phi Kappa Theta , and Theta
Chi.
Some house officers were
fearful that the Greek System
at UNH might come to the same
en.a ·as "those at" Cofby Co1Ie-ge
in Maine and at the University
of lvfa:,:,a(.h usetts, which last
year were forced to leave their
schools because of similiar
problems.
"We were under a lot of
pressure from the admnistration" said Foy, "but I think
things are going to get better
very soon."
Both Foy and Heath said they
credit a stronger lnterfraternity
Council, along with Council
president Rich Thompson of
Sigma Phi Epsilon, ·for the
recent progress made in organ- .
izing the fraternities. The administration also seems to be
encouraging the Greek system,
having given clearance to a new
fraternity to start recruiting on
campus.
"The administration is interested in working with both
fraternities and sororities to
make them a stronger and more
integral part of the University,"
said Kidder.
Sororities do no.t seem to have
the same problems as fraterni- ·

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon were awarded an Excelsior Award for campus involvement
by their national headquarters last we_ekend.(Karen Jewett photo)
ties, yet they are still concerned
with the state of the Greek
System.
Maureen Morgan, vicepresident of A1pha Chi Omega
sorority said, "we (fraternities
and sororities) are looked upori

as a whole, and must therefore ... act as whole." Morgan said
that in the past, people have
always heard when a fraternity
is iri trouble~ yet -it is no·t often
they hear of the community
services and charitable pro-

grams which are going on all
the time within the Greek
System.
"We are trying to-have the
University perceive us as a more
positive group," said Morgan.

Frats have a future at UNH
By Bob Burns
Bill Kidder, Associate Dean
of Student Special Programs,
who considers himself "proGreek" has been working with
the Greek system since last year.
"The working relationship
between the University and the

Greek system is on a very portant for the University compositive note right now," says munity to understand what the
Kidder. And, he thinks, lanes Greek system is all about how
of communication right now can · it operates,and how it should
be even further developed.
be related with University funcKidder, the chief liason be- tions.
tween the Greek system and the KIDDER, page 20)
University says it is f!l0St _im-

,~NEWS IN BRIEF
Seabrook hearings near
end

NH Public Utility Commission hearings on the
Seabrook nuclear power plant are scheduled to end
this month, however regulators have yet to
determine ho~ much time will be given to all parties
who are supposed to summarize their arguments
on the worth of the plant.
Special Commissioner John N assikas created
a row when he suggested one week would be _all
that was · necessary for the parties to summarize
their cases and file their briefs.
Jane Doughty of the Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League said one week for the presentation of their
case was "hardly adequate."

Computers for
classrooms discontinued
The Rainbow -computer from Digital Corp. which
Governor John Sununu wants to use in New
Hampshire's public classrooms has been disco_n_____ t_ip.µeqj!1_prngu.niq.n.J?y_JJ.1r .CQmp~_n.Y,t _____ ~ __. ____ __
The corporation said Tuesday it had stopped
production on the computer because of disappointing
public demand. It denied published reports stating
it had abandoned the computer.
Sununu said discontinuing the Rainbow computer.
might mean a substantial decrease in its price since
a relatively large number of the units may come
on the market. .

Newt official NH
amphibian?
The New Hampshire House adopted the spotted
new t as the state's official amphibian, last Wednesday.
_ A House Representative poked fun at another
bill which would make granite the state rock, beryl
the state mineral, and smokey quartz the state gem.

Author reads for Writer's
Series

Kari-Van buses rerouted
The Durham Town Selectmen voted in an
ordinance which would restrict the type of traffic
on Edgewood Road last Monday night.
Residents said at a recent selectmen' s meeting
they would like to strike a compromise on the buses.
They would like t() have those buses coming in from
Portsmouth, Newmarket and Exeter rerouted around
Edgewood Road.
' ·
Kari-Van bus dispatcher Jerry Rooney proposed
some minor changes in the buses' routes, however
he said these changes would create problems on
Main Street during peak traffic hours.
Rooney said despite the problems already
encountered. in finding alternative bu·s routes, a
more detailed study of the roads should_yield
satisfactory results.

Author Aian Lelchuk will read passages from
his latest novel, In Her Forties, in the Forum Room
of the Dimond Library at UNH Monday at 8 p.m.
Lelchuk, a teacher at Brandeis University, has
·· viritfen- three-otfiei novels. ------ - -- --- - ----- - -- - ---- - -His visit to UNH is part of the UNH Writer's
Series. The reading will open to the public with
no charge for admission.

Town checklist to be
updated

Seacoast Weather

.
.
.
. The_Supervisors of the Town Checklist will be
.
.
,__ is_s~~s!_
?? ~t t1:.:Pur~a~~! 0 ~~-~-~-!!.0 ~ I.~~~~_?.y_,_____,,_____ .. )-'Ji_~_y,'~~ih~LQuJJ9.o~~fo.t.fng_~y __!_~--P~ftb:. ~l..QlJ;dy ____ ... --------- .
February '19 from 7-"'9 p.m.,--Samrday, 'February 23
s½ies with a_ 30 percent chance of snow flurries with
from 10 - 12 noon, Tuesday, February 26 from 7highs reachm~ mto_the 30s.
.
.
.
9 p.m. and Saturday, March 2 from 10-12 noon,
Saturday will bnng a gradual hghtenmg m the
for the_ purpose of acce~ting new registrations and
cloud cover, generating variably cloudy skies with
correcttons t<? ~he che~kl~st .
.
.
the temperatures from 15 to 22 _degrees.
P~<?of of cmzenship is requtr~d, _such as a birth
Sunday, a c~ld front sweeprng down from the
cert1f1Cate, or I?assport of naturaltzat10n paper.
North may bnng some snowfall to the seacoast.
1:'he checklists are posted at the Durham Post
Skies will be partly to mostly cloudy with lows in
OffICe and the Town Hall.
the 20s.

I

'-.

I)

'
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Me.n
want
esc·o rts

Students increase
in Liberal ArtsBy Francoise von Trapp
The liberal arts major 1s
increasing in popularity at
UNH. Dean of Admissions Stan
Fish projects a shift of 10
percent towards liberal arts in
applications for 1985.
In contrast, there has been
a decline in applications for
Computer Science and Engineering, says Fish.
The shift is the result of a
recent emphasis on what Ted
Kirkpatrick, assistant to the
dean of liberal arts, calls "the
basics" in higher education.
Liberal arts students have the
"hallmarks" needed for any kind
of employment, says Kirkpatrick. For example, he says, they
have the "ability to write well,
to reason, have a historical
consciousness, and a sense of
self."
Fish attributed the shift to
the results of reports done in
1984. The President's Commission on Humanities, .and the
Secretary of Education say Liberal Arts have been neglected,
and should be as strong part of
the undergraduate experience.
"The people who read the
reports must have allowed themselves to be influenced by them,"
says Fish.
A Career Planning and Placement Service newsletter says
a Liberal Arts education can
"provide the base of knowledge
that will be useful for the rest
of your life."
Fish says early in the '80's,
there was a "herding effect" in
the engineering and computer
science fields. Students saw
them as "hot area's" of employment, he said.
Many times, he says, these
students switched to Liberal
Arts later.
"I would rather have students
in Computer Science and Engineering who are interested
in these fields," he said.
In a survey done by the
University of Texas (UT) Career Center, they found busi-

nesses are equally interested in
liberal arts majors. In fact, the
survey said liberal arts graduates
have access to more sectors of
the labor market than specialized graduates.
"Students can get a job with
a liberal arts degree," says
Pauline Soukaris, undeclared
liberal arts advisor.
, William J. Bennet, chairman
for the National Endowment
for the Humanities, recently
published an article in the
Washington Post on the subject
of liberal arts.
In it,· he said .. the liberal arcs
do not irrevocably lead to one
of three choices teaching, graduate school, or the soup line."
Bennet based his argument
-on the survey done by UT's
Career Center. He said liberal
arts people are entering a large
range of careers without schooling beyond the BA. Some of
these include banking, retailing,
insurance, real estate, and even
computer programming.
The Career Center's survey
of 1300 liberal arts graduates
found 80 percent are employeed
full-time, 12 percent are full
time students, five' p~rcent are
voluntarily unemplcyeed; and
three percent\ are looking for
'
work.
Bennet said the basic difference is liberal arts majors cannot
rely on campus recruiters for
jobs, but must find them on their
own.
Kirkpatrick says the addition
of the Business Administration
minor is another contributing
factor to the shift at UNH. He
says it has alleviated the problem of students trying to
transfer into WSBE, and has
allowed them to get both the
liberal arts education and the
specialized training.
Student Admissions Representative, Zena Clark, attributed__
the rise in Liberal Arts to the
competativeness of the Engineering, Hotel, and business
majors. Many times, students

1

Hood House says
no flu for UNH
By Lisa Sinatra
Dr. Peter Patterson, director
of New Hampshire Health
Services at Hood House, said
the flu is non-existent on campus.
Patterson said the "flu-like
syndrome" exists at UNH.
The flu-like syndrome is not
the actual flu. The symptoms
are similiar bu't to a lesser
extent: a high fever, headache,
stomach upset, respiratory problems and an abundance of mus. de pain.
Despite belief on campus that
the flu is rampant here only one
or two confirmed cases have
been reported to exist in N.H.
Patterson said discomfort is
the major problem of this
syndrome. Drink plenty of
fluids, take congestants for a
stuffy nose, aspirin or Tylenol
for the aches and pains, but
"time and patience are the
biggies," he said.
Senior citizens and people
with asthma are more susceptible to the flu than people in
good health. A flu shot before
Christmas is the best preventive
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highest number of applicants
have specified a liberal arts
major.
Kirkpatrick says even the
student who is not in a liberal

By Jim Bumpus
Director of Public ·Safety
David Panders is investigating ·
a report that a UNH student
was denied an escort because
he is a male.
Bruce Kominz, a resident of
Babcock Hall, claims he was the
victim of discrimination by the
UNH Escort Service.
Kominz said on the evening
of February 6 he was asked to
move his car to A lot so that B
lot, which is next to Babcock,
could be plowed. He said he then
called the escort service ;md was
told by a dispatcher they do not
provide escorts for men.
Kominz said, "I find this
totally unacceptable. I know of
some (men) with medical conditions, and they should be able
to have an escort."
Flanders said he was not
aware the incident occurred. He
insisted the service is there for
everybody.
"The Public Service Escort
Service is available to anyone:
faculty, staff, visitor, male,
female. It doesn't matter," he
said.
Flanders said it is possible the
dispatcher made a mistake. He
said he would make sure a
similar mistake would not occur
again.
"If it's a lack of understanding
between us and the dispatchers,
then we'll clarify that immediately," he said.
Flanders encourages students

STUDENTS, page 11

SEX, page 19

A different kind of study break? Students on the third floor
of Stoke tried the old telephone booth stunt but fell far short
of the record 24.(Mathew Wentworth photo) ,
have Liberal Arts as their second
choice, in hopes of transferring
into their pref~rred area, she
said.
Fish says he feels this may
have been true in the past, but
this year, percentage-wise, the

Campus cops want training
By Ed Garland
UNH campus police officers
who have proper training and
education will be able to serve
the community better, said
Major Roger Beaudoin of UNH
Public Safety.
Should the bill to be presented
· before the New Hampshire
legislature be passed, UNH
campus police will become fulltime officers and be accorded
recognition as police officers

with full powers.
"In no way would this alter
the power and authority our
officers now assume," Beaudoin
said. "The only technical problem is that the University
doesn't have the authority to
appoint them as full-time officers."
The difference between a fulltime and part-time officer is the
amount of training they have.
If UNH security patrolmen

become full-time officers, they
would have to enter and successfully pass through a ten-week
course at the NH State Police
Academy sponsored by the state.
"As a law enforcement officer, I'm 100 percent in support
of an extension in the quality
of training," Beaudoin said. "I
stress that this would in no other
way alter.our present_power an1

POLICE, page 19

medicine, he said.
The flu may strike at any time.
"It comes in spurts," said Patterson. There are no designated
months, no real way to be
prepared.
A number of flu viruses are
normally present during the
winter months, Patterson said.
The Hong Kong Flu, the
Asian and Indian Flu may have
different names but the symptoms are the same. Doctors predetermine which flu will be
most predominant in the coming year and make a vaccine to
combat it's arrival.
Bronchitis (inflammation of
the bronchial tubes and congestion) and the common cold are
most prominent afflictions
around cam pus. Liquids and aspirin help ease the discomfort The New Hampshire Notables entertained yesterday at the Red Cross Blood Drive which_
of a cold.
ends today at 3:00 pm.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
Bronchitis is more widesAnti-biotics are used mainly Patterson, "but it won't get rid
The flu, bronchitis and colds
pread. It evolves from a prolonged cold. The symptoms can last a few days or drag into for bronchitis, pneumonia, ear of the cold." Lots, of liquids, rest
infections and strep throat. and aspirin are the best sources
include wheezing, coughing and weeks.
Anti-biotics ar prescribed for Anti-biotics are not used for of treatment for a cold, he said.
chest pains. Cough syrup is the
The cold clinic at Hood House
best medicine, but rest and many illnesses. They kill the colds.
"You can eat numerous anitpatience are also important, said bacteria infecting the body and
biotic pills for colds," said FLU, page 19
· help fight off sickness.
Patterson.

Haalan d
has 'last
lecture '
· By Andrea Holbrook .
UNH President Gordon Haaland, spoke last Monda_y ab_out
himself, his painting, b1cycl1~g,
and gave advice about learnmg
a little about a lot.
Haaland who was the premier speak~r for_ Area l_'s Last.
Lecture Series, m Jessie :£?oe
Hall gave some sage adv~ce,
something not us_ually a~sociated with a university president.
·Resident Hall Directors started the Last Lecture Series as a
way of getting University ~acuity
more involved in the residence .
halls. The series allows the guest
to talk as if it were their !ast
lecture. The Last Lecture gives UNH President Gordon Haaland spoke in Jessie Doe Hall
the speaker a perfect opportun- last Monday.(Frank
Consentino file photo)
ity to say anythin~ ~e wa_nts ~nd
even thought about it...you've
a chance to use his imagmatmn.
about more than anyone else in
never really challenged yourself
Gdrdon Haaland was no excepthe University," Haaland said.
to see the world in a new way."
tion.
To further illustrate his point,
'Johnny' asked, "What does
Haaland asked the· audience
Haalland brought out his "pasthat have to do with what you
to imagine a television show,
s ion"; a bicycle. He talked of
first
said about learning a little tours
"The Last Lecture," he being
he had taken, bicycles he
about a lot?"
both Johnny Cars~m and Gordon
has
repaired,
and how bicycling
Haaland replied, "It is vitally
Haaland.
is something out of the mainimportant for you to understand stream of
'Tm going to carry on a
his life.
the
great breadth of info~maconversation with myself. Not
He
said
bicycling allows him
tion, ideas, thoughts; experience
having done t~is bef<?re ... wel},
to see the world in yet another
different
things. Grabbing the
I do it all the ume, I Just don t
world and turning it around different way." I always retell anybody," he said.
member the hills on a bike that
.
requires thinkin_g well b_ey~md I never
"First thing I want to say is
what is to do wtth specializa- he said.notice when I'm in a car,"
·this: It's important to learn a
·
tion."
.
little about a lof and not a lot
Haaland's
next
piece
of
advice
"The point is, to learn a little
about a little."
about a lot requires effort, but was "take care of your friends."
Johnny' sa_id it soun~ed li_ke
it is what makes the difference He said he is convinced what
a riddle so to illustrate his pomt
really holds people together is
down
the road.'.'
he then brought out some of his
care.
'Johnny'
asked
how
this
fit
watercolors.
"The world is run on groups,
with Haaland' s job.
.
"Painting," he said, "allows __io "The
nice thing about h~vmg people worrying about people,"
me to free my thinking. If you've been
the University Pres!dent
never painted, or taken a _photo, is that I'm
paid to be an mtel- HAALAND, _p age 24
or tried to draw so.rp~thmg, or - lectual dilettante,
to know less

Draft object ors
may lose aid
By Deborah Van Winkle
Although all conscientious
Conscientious Objectors in objectors would be denied state
New Hampshire will be f?rther aid as well; Busselle said that
penalized if House Bill 77 most students receiving state
introduced by Alfred Ellyson aid are also receiving federal
(R-East Hampstead), is passed aid and have proved that they
by the state legislature.
are registered. •
The bill, which would deny
These 15 graduate students
state grants and loans to male · are automatically granted the
college students who. fa_il to state aid if they are accepted into
register for the draft withm 30 the programs, and if the bill goes
days after their eighteer:ith through, then it is these 15
birthday, is currently bemg people who will be automatireviewed by the House Educa- cally investigated for proof of
tion Committe~.
registration.
Wayne Burton, a mem~er of
the committee, and Assistant
Dean for Administration at
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics said, "I question
the constitutionality of the bill,
and I have heard no positive
testimony except by it's sponsor."
"I am opposed to ~~ 77 f<?r
philosophical reasons, he said
"and also because this bill would
cover barely 15 recipients receiving aid from special programs."
James Busselle, director of the
state Post-Secondary Education
Commission said those 15 are
graduate level students who a,:e
eligible for state loans and aid
through a few medical and
veterinary schools.
Those schools reserve a certain number of seats in their
schools for NH students.
"More than half of these 15
or so students are female, and
chances are the male students
have already shown proof of
registration for th~ draft_ wh~n
they applied for fma_ncial aid
at college," Busselle said.

Lydia Willets, a New England
Representative of the ~ational
Draft/Military Counseling Organization, who testified against
the bill in front of the House
Education Committee, calls the
bill "double jeopardy for those
conscientious objectors who are
already removed from federal
aid."
"I am absolutely opposed to
this bill because it will only
punish the person from low
incomes and it only affects male
students," she said. "And just
because you come from a lo_w
income family, you are still
entitled to an education under
our constitution," she said.
"One should not be penalized
in an academic situation for
personal-views one might have,"
said State Senator Leo Lessard.
"One has no relationship upon
another," he said.
"There is already a federal
remedy for individuals ~ot
registering for the draft, _wh1Ch
is being denied federal _aid and
federal grants," said Cla1re E~e~,
Executive Director of NH Civil

DRAFT, page 24

CALE1'TDAR

Man regains consciousness
By Kris Snow
The Massachusetts man treated for carbon monoxide poisoning in the UNH hyperbaric
chamber Monday returned tothe U niversitv of Massachusetts
Medical Center yesterday.

Massachusetts. He remained in
a coma at York Hospi_tal, York,
Me. throughout the day Monday.
Neither Waterfield nor the

~:~

1?i~1ib~tf¥&}~ps~n Sc~o~~
~~--NH Technica;-·
Institute. Field House, 8 p.m. Free A~mission.

man's physician Dr. Thomas
Chayka would describe the details of the carbon monoxide
poisoning.

NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR: "Forei&n Policy and
Decision-Making: Some Latin American Cases,' David Scott
Palmer, School of Area Studies, Foreign Service Institute.
Elliott Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
.
NH GENTLEMEN & UNHJAZZ BAND CONCERT: An
evening of ,great bi,g band jazz and fine acapella singing.
Don't miss tfiis one! Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Students
$3; General $5.

The 20-year old man, whose
name was not revealed, regained
consciousness during the second
treatment at the chamber Monday night, said Allan Waterfield,
director.

SATURDAY, February 16
BASKETBALL: Men vs. Colgate. Lundholm Gym, 2 p.m.

SUNDAY, February 17
GYMNASTICS: Women vs. Massachusetts. Lundholm Gym,
1 p.m.

The first treatment took place
early._Monday morning, after
the padent was transported by
helicopter to the chamber froffi:

HOCKEY: Nkl) v:,. Pruv kkuL-t. Suivdy 1'.1tua, :} p.111.

MUSO FILM: "Postman Always Rings Twice," Strafford
Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

Students
relieve
famine

MONDAY, February 18
ELLIOTT LECTURES ON EVOLUTION: Lynn Margulis,
Boston University, Evolution of the Cell; a leading scholar
of microbial evolution, her research centers on the evolution
of the cell as a symbiosis of simpler organisms. Strafford
Room, MUB, 1 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Matching your Skills
and Abilities to Majors and Careers. Hillsborough Room,
MUB, 3-4:30 p.m.

By Kris Lenfest
UNH for the Relief of World
Famine raised over $800 last
semester to help end the starvation and human suffering in
Ethiopia.
The organization, which consisted of only a handful of
volunteers when it began last
October, collected the money
from fund-raising tables at the
MUB and door to door donations.
The group was also supported
by the Theta Chi fraternity with
a check for $ 100 and by Hunter
Hall which donated $90.
"Last fall, even though we
didn't have any big fund-raisers,
it wasn't hard collecting money
because there was a lot of
publicity about Ethiopia in the
news," said Carin Fisher, the
program's founder.
"People had to be touched by
the pictures on TV of mothers
holding their starving children,"
she said. Fisher, a graduate
student working for her masters
in Political Science and a mother
herself, said "you can't watch
that kind of suffering and then
look at your own children and
do nothing."
Fisher affiliated the group
with the world-wide relief organization UNICEF to avoid the
skepticism surrounding other
similar organizations concerning how much of the money and
aide really arrived in the afflicted countries.
"UNICEF doesn't just send
food to Ethiopia, because the
people there need more than
food. It is a chain of people
sending and distributing food,"
said Fisher, who was recently
appointed UNH Campus Ambassador for Ethiopia by UNICEF.
"They also teach the people
about agriculture, and sanitation, nutrition for their childreq,
medication- and contraception,-'.'..
she said.
In Ethiopia, drought as well
as the attraction of local farmers
to raise cash crops for which
they are severely underpaid,
instead of food for their families,
keeps the country in a state of
crisis. The relief must corr.e
from outside.
The UNH organization
stresses the importance of ur-
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BASKETBALL: Thompson School Men vs. Portsmouth
Vocational Tech. Field Kouse, 7:30 p.m. Free Admission.

·Terri Slanetz of the Coalition for Disarmament and Peace
took part in a protest skit in the MUB Tuesday. (Meg Baker
photo)

TUESDAY, February- 19
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Art of the Early
Renaissance," by_Arts Profesor David R. Smith. Room 216,
Hamilton Smith Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Free Admission.

Professor studies
pig heart disease
By Andrea Holbrook

metabolism more efficient StucArt Stucchi, a graduate stu- chi said he is looking at lipodent in the Animal Science protein metabol-ism including
Department working with Pro- its ei:izymes as a function of
fessor of Animal and Nutrition- exerose.
Lipoproteins are fat and proal Science and Biochemistry Sam
Smith, is studying the effects tein molecules combined. Highof exercise on cholesterol me- density lipoproteins (HDL) are
tabolism in relation to exercise. examples of "good" cholesterol
Stucchi's research will deter- (cholesterol on the way out of
mine "if chronically exercised the body), while low-density
miniature swine are able to lipoproteins (LDL) are examdispose of cholesterol...more ples of "bad" cholesterol, or
efficiently than their sedentary cholesterol which stays in the
body.
counterparts."
Exercise has been found to
He said his research is funded
by the Department of Animal reduce the risk of heart disease
Sciences at UNH and by a CURF and one effect of aerobic exer- .
(Central University Research cise, such as jogging, is increased
Fund) grant. He has also applied levels of HDLs in the blood.
to the American Heart Asso- Aerobic exercise also causes
alterations in key regualtory
ciation for research funding.
For the study Stucchi is using enzymes which control the
five pairs of male sibling pigs. metabolism of HDLs and all
Using sibling pairs cuts down plasma lipoproteins, Stucchi
the number of differences be- said.
Exercise also affects the liver,
cause the individuals are genetically similar. Cholesterol me- making it more efficient in
tabolism is highly variable taking up cholesterol by increas- :·;·X
between unrelated individuals. ing the number of lipoprotein ....
Males are being used because receptors in the liver cells. The Im!
females experience cyclic hor- liver removes excess cholesterol
W:
mone changes which affect the from the body.
cholesterol levels in their bloodStucchi said he wants to find ~1.f.,
stream.
out i~ "in~reased l~vels of highMiniature swine were chosen density lipoprotems really are I@
because heart disease in pigs indicative of a reduction of ~'W/
develops along similar lines to cholesterol (fat) deposits in the M=,
mm
heart disease in man. Both react arteries."
Heart attacks are caused by
alike to stress. Similarity of fat and cholesterol in the blood t,t
development in an animal and
in man is an important criteria deposited on the walls of the if.ii
when choosing au ao_irnal01odel_ arteries. This condition is Iii
to study the development of a - -Rnown ali'atherosderosis. Slue·- lM ~hi's res~arch will determine li!Il!!
disease in man, said Stucchi.
if exercise does change the i@l,i
The pigs' "chronic exercise" protein p~mi?n of the lipoproconsists of jogging on a tread- tein makmg it less harmful to
mill of half hour a day for five the arteries, and allow the easy i{il
days a week. This is equal to removal of cholesterol from the
about twenty miles a week.
body•
l~,r
One of the twin pigs is taught
The results of this research Ii&
to jog and be the athlete, and could be applied to helping ~Wj
the other-the lounger-is allowed
people become more know 1- flil
to stand and lounge around.
edgeable about the type of foods
In order to determine if they eat and the effect of exer- W.1
exercise does make cholesterol
cise on their health.
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Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optomct1ist

~=EYES EXAl\IINED, GLASSES FllTED
~:=coNTACT LENSES:
*No obligation free in-office trial
*90 day 100% refundable fee
* Tinted soft contact lenses available ,

eye contact unlimited
1 ~3 Market Street, in the Old Ilarbor Dist1ict
Portsmouth, NII 03801
(603) 436-1200

Open Monday thn1 Saturday 10 AM

Tl}n

~
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A Tragi~Comedy
By Friedrich DOrrenmatt
Directed by David J. Magidson
Johnson Theater
Pat..JJ Creative Arts Center_
Universtty of New Hampshire
Durham

February 21-23 at 8 p.m.
February 27 at 2 p.m.
February 28-March 2 at 8 p.m.
Preview: February 20 at 8 p.m.
General: $4
UNH Students, Employees, Alumni, and Senior Citizens: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
Dirl.illi,Theater Package, New England Center Restaurant

i~lf-•-------------------------•;:;!

OTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
1985 AMERICAN COLLEGE UNION - INTERNATIONAL REGION 1 GAMES TOURNAMENT:
Winners in darts, billiards, bowling, table tennis,
fooseball, scrabble, backgammon, chess, and hackey
sack from colleges all over New England. Saturday,
February 16 and Sunday, February 17,. MUB, Dover
Bowl, New Hampshire Hall. Saturday, noon to
6:30 p.m. and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday.
WOMEN'S AND MEN'S INDOOR TRACK
MEET: Sponsored by Recreational Sports Department. Tuesday, February 19, 5:30 p.m., registration.
Team rosters, due Friday, February 15, Room 151,
Call 862-2031 ·-for more information.
Field House.
.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
TRIP TO BOSTON: Sponsored by Jewish Student
Organ(zation. Includes the Aquarium and Fanueil
Hall. Sunday, February 17, Youngs Restaurant,
· 8:45 a.m. $10.95 for bus, $4 for aquarium.
ARMY NA VY EQUIPMENT SALE: Sponsored
by NH Outing Club. Genuine US and foreign
:,urpJu:,. Greac prices on wool shires, pants,
overcoats, hats, gloves, sleeping bags and more.
Monday, February 25 to Thursday, February 28,
Senate/Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Wednesday.
CAREER
CAREER/LIFE PLANNING GROUP FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement and Counseling and
Testing. Learn about your interests, skills, and
work values in relation to career/life choices.
Wednesdays, February 20 to March 13, Underwood
House, 3 to 5 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Monday, February
18, Balcony, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

MATCHING YOUR SKILLS AND ABILITIES
TO MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement Services. Monday,
February 18, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union,
3 to 4:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP:
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Tuesday, February 19, Forum Rooorri, Library, 6
p.m.

CAREER NIGHT - INSURANCE: Sponsored .
by Career Planning and Placement. Non-sales.
Tuesday, February 19, Alumni Center, 7 to 9 p.m.
HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICES CONSUMER BOARD
MEETING: Sponsored by Health Services. New
members welcome. Tuesday, February 19, Grafton
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
GENERAL
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING: Call 8623625 mornings, 742-5259 evenings, Beth Schuman,
if interested in starting a folk dance group.
WERZ PERSONALITY NIGHT WITH SCOTT
MCKAY: Sponsored by MUSO. Saturday, February
16, MUB PUB, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students
$1, Non students $2.

GREENPEACE UNH SLIDESHOW AND LEC. TURE: Monday, February 18, Strafford Room,
Memorial U nio_n, 7 p.m.
PREMEDICAL AND PREDENTAL ADVISORY
LUMMHTb.E: Jun10rs and sen10rs applying to
medical and dental school, stop in at the Premedical
Advisory Office if you have not done so. Office
#14, level B, Library, Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to noon. Call 862-3625 for more information.
FRIENDS OF THE RUHANI MISSION: Sunday,
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
MOVIE - "MAD MAX AND THE ROAD WARRI OR": Sponsored by MUSO. Friday, February
15, MUB PUB, Memorial Union, 7:30 and 9:30
p.m. Students $2, $3 Non students.
MA TH ANXIETY WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Non-Traditional Student Program. Tuesday,
February 19, Underwood House, 17 Rosemary Lane,
11:30 a,m. to 12:30 p.m.
SHRdVE TUESD.A Y PANCAKE FLIP OPEN
HOUSE: Sponsored by UNH Cambridge University
Summer Program. Films, crepes, announcement
of scholarships. Tuesday, February 19, Faculty
. CeQ_ter (Grant House), 7 to 9 p.m.
PARENTING GROUP: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Program. 8 week discussion
group for parents who want better communication
with their children. Thursdays, February 21 through
April 11, Underwood House, 17 Rosemary Lane,
7 to 9 p.m. for more information and to preregister,
. call 862-3647.

A superb location arid acres of
quiet luxury, located just minutes from downtown Dover, can
be yours at The Gatrison. Our
two bedroom, one and one half
bath townhouses feature: Spacious airy living rooms and dining areas. Oversized master
bath. French doors to private
decks. Second floor laundry ·
hook-ups. Fully applianced kitchens. Full basements and detoched garages. Tennis court,
swimming pool and picnic area. Located only 8 miles from
Pease Air Force Base and 4
miles from UNH. Take Exit 7
from Spaulding Turnpike one
and one half miles west on Rte.
108.

a condominium village

$67,900
sales office on site • open 6 days, 11 am to 5 pm • Monday by
appointment• (603) 742,,8303 • marketed exclusively by
Norwood Realty Ne'-'!' Homes Division

Nuclea r engine er
studie s birds
By Jamie Bacon
When New England weather
squeezed the mercury towards
freezing and frost clings to
window panes, Walt Sturgeon,
a nuclear engineer, makes room
in his crowded basement for a
pair of Baki myna birds. An
injured w:hite-winged scorer and
a bruised mallard duck jockey
for floor space. A red-tailed
hawk eyes them from a caged
perch on a bench. The warmth
from a heat lamp sends a young
sandhill crane into a lopsided
dance.
Sturgeon shares his 15 acre
Lee farm with 250 other birds.
Some are endangered. Trumpeter swans, sandhill cranes,
emperor geese and emus-a
native Australian bird resembling an ostrich-occupy the
larger buildings in back.
Sturgeon is looking for students who are interested in
gaining experience with captive
wild birds. Weekends during the
school year and possible
summer positions will be avail-

~c.:i: ~
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able, he says.
"It's not all fun; there's quite
a bit of work involved," says
Sturgeon. Car_pentry, animal
care, research and landscaping
encompass some of his work.
Young sandhill cranes must be
exercised. Duck eggs must be
cared for during incubation.
Sturgeon describes his work
as a "hobby", one which is
funded through his work as a
nuclear engineer at Seabrook.
"We do a lot more trading
than selling," says Sturgeon of
his feathered friends. Capital
is scarce. Even so, he manages
to find time to make trips to
Wyoming, Montana, Alaska and
an upcoming venture to Melville
Island in the Canadian arctic to
gather eggs. Until then, Sturgeon and his birds retain working relations with the Philadelphia Zoo, San Diego Zoo and
the National Zoo in Washington, D.C.
Melissa Miller, a_ UNH grad-
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Gold, Diamonda, Watc~- - -

& Good Quality MerchandlN

DOVER TRADING CENTER
Mon to Fri. 10 AM to 6 PM
Sat. 10 AM to 2 PM

511 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H. 03820

(603) 7 42-8834 .

Are you concerned about :getting a
job after graduation? Do you wantto .
make a career change? Are y0u looking
for a new job?lhen, come to the JOB FAIR.
llacrullment penonnel from llullnNI, lndultry, ~ and
non-profflagenclel wlll be lalclng ~ f o r tpeCfflc POeHlorll aa
wall as on.rfng c:ouneel on employment opportunities In general.

•-IO

S1\lllNISanCIAL.INNI
Clf. . lollowlng lnlllUllonl:

W. JOafM

C-olby-Sa,,yer College

Doniel \N8t>S18f College
Datmou1h College

Ftandin Pierce College
Hawthome College

--.e Stale College
New England College
N e w ~ College
Noire Dome College
Plymoulh Stole College

RivierCollege

Saini Antelm College
School fo, UlelOng Leaming

~lyctNew~

.
Wednesday,
February 20, 1985
St. Anselm College
John fv1aurus Carr
Activity Center
St. Anselm Drive
fv1anchester,
New Hampshire
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

rotfldW~~mct~

a ·,..--,aac.

1102

1M 1111 Annual .109 FM II apo,-.d by._ Nllw HllmplllR-College I
~Councll .lDtl ...... ......

NHCUC Students and Alumni ...

New England Employers to Attend
NHCUC 198511th Annual Job Fair
(The largest ever)
Looking for a job? Need some interviewing experiencei Would you like to have one-onone rnntact with a potential employer in your field?
If che answer is "yes" w one or all of the above questions, schedule your calendar for Wednesday,
February 20, and attend the eleventh annual 1985 Job Fair at Sc. Anselm College in Manchester,
NH between 10:00 a.m. and /4:00 p.111. Sponsored by your campus Career Planning Office in
conjunction with che New Hampshire College and University Council Job Referral Servi_ce,
che fair will enable students and alumni che opportunity w investigate the current job market .
by speaking directly w pocencial employers frorn a variety of different fields within business,
industry, social and govenmenr agencies. This fair will be che largest in NHCUC hiswry consisting
of 7 _:; employers to date. A few of chose employers who plan w attend the 198 5 Job Fair are
listed as follows: Air Force, American Data, Brigham & Women's Hospital, Carrol Reed,
Central Intelligence Agency. D 'Angelo Inc., Duracell, Eastman Kodak Company, Federal
Highway Administration (NH Division), First New Hampshire Bands, Holiday Health
Fitness Center, IBM, Internal Revenue Service, John Hancock Companies, Kay Jewelers,
Lechmere, Inc., Marines, Metropolitan Insurance Companies, Navy , Nestle, Co., Inc.,
Norden Systems, Osco Drug, PC Connections, Pizza Hue, Sanders Associates, Star Market
Company, Thom McAn , Unired Engineers & Constructors. Inc.
Last year's Job fair proved to be a successful event for th e 4-/4+ participating employers ,
as well as 400 students and alumni alike. The 7 _',+ e rnplo ye r, at the I 985 Job Fair will conduce
actual inter views and/ or exchange career information on t_heir company. Inquiri es prior w
the <lay ol the fair regarding participating employers and company profiles may be obraine<l
by visiting your Campus Career Planning Office, or contact the NHCUC Job Referral Service
at (605 l 669-54 .'>2.
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Winter blues make
for cabin fever
By Catarina d~ Car~alho
Most New Englanders experience cabin fever at one point
or another, or at least know
what it is. But individual opinions of how it affects us and how
to deal with it lessen the severity
the cliche title implies.
Paul Mayewski, a UNH geologist, who spends up to five
months at a time in the Antarctic said he does not deal with
cabin fever. Living in eight-foot
square tents and 30-below zero
weather is an adaptable part of
the job, he said.
''I've done this for years and
I'm used to it. We don't experience tent fever because the
only time we're in the tent is
to eat and sleep. If we' re not
working on oun research we' re
doing other things to keep
busy," said Mayewski.
He said creating new games
or doing bizzare things is necessary to keep their minds off
the discomfort of the Antarctic
weather.

Mayewski said the group feels
depression the first week they
are out there because they know
they are not leaving soon, but
once their adjustment is made
and they have accepted their
situation, life in the Antarctic
becomes bearable and even fun.
"The only time we feel the
prescence of tent fever is when
we' re snowed in for ten days at
a time because of a storm."
David Cross, a UNH psychologist, said "It's all matter of how
you adapt to it. Cabin fever is
the winter and what we feel is
an environmental stress."
The people who suffer most,
said Cross, are those who do not
adapt to the oppression of the
winter. He said winter is the
worst season for most people.
"They should find something
that they enjoy doing, whether
it be some kind of sport, indoor
activity, or intellectual stimulation. Planning things to do
to keep busy during the winter

~
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HOUSE

.BED & BREAKFAST
Rt. 108 and Stage Coach Rd.

Durham, NH 659-6565

is hiring
an office manager
for Spring Semester
$4.00/hr
Requirements:
-must be work study .
-10 hours a week (flexible)
-clerical task:
-phone work

DAVID CROSS

messages

months is part of a a strategy
that we take on to avoid the
threatening of cabin fever,"
Cross said.
Moreen Cantara, a student at ·
University of Southern Maine ·
said she feels much better and
healthier in the summer, but

typing etc ...
-45 WPM

Stop by Scope office
Rm. 146 MUB for Applications.
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GNEUSTIME
TO REPAY YOUR LOAN.

''Old fashioned County Comfort"
Rms. from $36 per night

••••••••••••••••••••••
This man is

WAN-TjmD

For Crimes Against
the state

Happy Birthday

COMRADE!
·••····················

If you've gone to college on a National Direct Student Loan,
a Guaranteed Student Loan or a Federally Insured Student Loan
made after October 1, 1975 and your loan is not in default, here's
a way to get your loan repaid.
Use the Army's Loan Repayment program. Each year you serve
on active duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,
whichever amount is greater. In a three-year enlistment, you
eliminate your debt.
Additionally, you could learn a valuable skill and take advantage
of_many other Army opportunities .. If you have the time, we
have the money.
Check it out with your Army Recruiter.

Us Army Recruiting Station
5 Locust Street
Dover, NH
749-0441

ARMY■

·BEALLYOU CAN BE.
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Hotel students
have military ball

I
Two graduating seniors walk through sabre arches on their way into the Military Ball last
year. (Richardson Photographic Service photo)

By Amy Just
Once again, plans are underway for the UNH ROTC military ball, a joint effort between
the students of the Hotel 403
Food and Beverage Management class and the ROTC cadet
underclass students.
On March 9, this 40 year old
tradition will honor the fortysix Army and Air Force cadets
who will be commissioned in
May.
Like the phrase from a Billy
Joel song, "Everybody has a
dream" is this year's theme.
Incorporated in this theme are
the menu, programs, and decorations.
The $15 ticket price includes
a sit-down dinner, wine, a mug,
(the "military favor"), music,
and a rose for each cadet's date.
The evening's_festivities begin at 6 p.m. with a cocktail hour,

JARTAK E.-..

7

Interested in
the_UNH/Cambrid ge
University Summer Program?

YOU ARE INVITED TO THE THIRD ANNUAL

followed by dinner and dancing.
There are no guest speakers
at this dinner.
Instead, each senior cadet and
his or her date will be honored
individually by walking through
a "tunnel" of sabers.
The "tunnel" is formed by
three Air Force and three Army
cadets raising their sabers high
with out-stretched arms. At the
tunnel's end, the date is given
a rose and the couple's picture
is taken.
The senior cadets and their
dates are not the only ones who
attend. ROTC underclass students are also welcome
Invited visiting guescs indu<lt
University and military officials,
such as the ROTC Board of
Governors, the University President, and certain teachers.
All must be dressed in formal
attire.
The cadet underclass students
start planning for the gala as
early as September and contact
the Hotel 403 class during the
first week of the spring semester.
The class has catered the
event for over five years.
"It's a lot of hard work," said
Regina Cooper, a student in
charge of public relations. "But
when it's oyer, we can be proud
of ourselves. It's something we
created from beginning to end,"
she said.
Although still in its prelilminary stages, the -colorful red,
white and blue program will
include art . work of various
things officers dream about. The
menu has not yet been planned,
but if it's anything like last year's
"solar salad" and "constellation
consume'," it should be quite
a meal.
Major Tom Taylor says a
commissioned cadet is one who
serves his country, travels, and
becomes an officer. And the
Military Ball is one way of
celebrating the cadets' four years
together and honoring the title
that they have worked for.
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(cominued from page 6)

uate student working on her
masters, is studying Sturgeon's
common eider ducks. She is
testing a sea duck vaccine an says
she hopes to learn more about
the apects of immune response
in these birds. Eventally, this
study will enable biologists to
rear ducks more successfully in
captivity, says Miller.

I
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SHROVE TUESDAY PANCAKE FLIP
Open House, February 19, 7-9 P.M., Faculty Center (Grant House)
FILMS will be shown on the landscape which inspired British painters
and on modern British theatre

Ii
I

One of Sturgeon's short term
goals is to establish a working
relationship with the UNH
community.

A $3600 Fellowship for UNH students will be -announced

Crepes and Coffee

"This is a good opportunity
for people interested in working
with animals. You handle animals, study nutrition, build facilities," Miller says. "Someone
who worked with Walt for two
years could easily go out and get
a job with a zoo .. .it's also a good
opportunity to see animals that
you'd never see."

§
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Sturgeon says students who
are interested in learning more
about his work and job opportunities should attend the next
Wildlife Society meeting on
February 18.
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SPECIAL INTEREST HOUSING
OPTIONS
Your Bahamas College Week Includes:
• Round-trip air transportation from your home city to Bahamas • 7 Nights•accommodation in
Freeport (Freeport Inn-casual club like hotel located downtown, next to El Casino and opposite to
International Bazaar) or Nassau (Dolphin or Atlantis Hotel-ideaJly located across the street from the
beach within walking distance to everything). Price based on quad occupancy. Triple add-$50.00
Double add $100.00 • Roundtrip airport/hotel transfers • Hotel room tax • Gratuities for bellman,
chamermaids and poolman • College Week activities-sports, parties, music, fun.

SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL CENTER

Hotel Options

-------------- I

Population comprised of 2/3 American students and 1/3
students from abroad

Nassau-Add $25.00 for deluxe Cable Beach Inn, add $60.00 for deluxe Pilot House Hotel
Freeport-Add $50.00 for first class Windward Palms Hotel.
SPACE FILLING CIP FAST - - BOOK NOWUU!

·1.f l'-r•i~~
'-'
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MINI DORMS

NII

UGIATE

HOLIDAYS INC.

Eaton House
Hall House
Marston House
Richardson House
Sackett House
Woodruff House

Creative Arts House
Outdoor Experiential Learning HouseIndividual Development House
Political Awareness House
Physical Awareness House
Environmental Issues House

501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

I
I

212-355-4705/800-223-0694 (reservations only)

Bahamas College Weeks

D
D
D
D

Feb 23-Mar 02
Mar 02-Mar 09
Mar09-Mar 16
Mar 16-Mar 23
□ Mar 23-Mar 30
D Mar 30-Apr 6

D Apr 6-Apr 13

□ Apr 13-Apr 20

0 Apr20-Apr27
Apr 27-May 04
□ May 04-May 11
□ May 11-May 18

□

D May 18-May 25

□ May 25-June 0.1

□ June01-June08

□

June 08-June 15

D June 15-June'22

Check One:
D FREEPORT
D NASSAU
Occupancy
(Sat. departures)
(Sat. departures)
D Quad
D Triple
D Sounds good. I've checked the week I want to party and enclosed a $100 deposit.
D Send Brochure

NAME

D Double

I
·1
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HUDDLESTON HALL

I

24-Hour Quiet Hall

II

:,:DRESS

STATE

*All price~ plus 15% tax and services.

I

PHNO.

DEPARTUREOTYZIP
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Price based on departures from
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COMPE NSATED POSITIONS!! MUSO is looking for creative and intelligent people
to serve on the 1985-1986 Staff. The following
positions are available:

-Presiden t

- Business Manager
-Pub programme r
- Darkroom Director
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----Tra in now and run the show in the fall!!
Applications available in the MUSO office, Rm. 148 of the MUB.
Deadline: February 22, 1985 ...
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MUSO fillll series presents ...

"The POstffian
Always Rings Twice"

CoolAid
we listen, we care
Sunday February 17th, 1985
in the MUB Strafford Room ·
· -· 7:00 and-9:30 p.m: -- Students 1.00.
Non-Students 2.00
- Jack N-i cholson and.Jessica Lange .star-as - two..re-ckless
lovers whose passionate obsession with each other
drives them to commit murder. Following James
McCain's novel wTfli erotic~ realism: Bob Raferso"ri etches
vividly and explicitly a portrait of overpowering humari
desire, mania, depression and spectacularly twisted
forms of retribution
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Happy Birthday KEVIN!~
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Are you really a
well known connoisseur
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Digital offers cOmputers
By David Mullholand
chines now in use were purAl Shar, executive of compu- chased in 1983, except for one
ter services said a proposed which was purchased last year.
Shar said, "Out overall instuthree-year cooperative computer plan between Digital Equip- tutional plans are not to elimment Corporation (DEC) and inate the VAX machines but to
the University System is "an elminate the DEC 10 system."
opportunity we really haven't
Each school and college is
working autonomously to.decide
had before."
Shar said, "the agreement on a plan for what they intend
with DEC is all encompassing to do over the course of three
in the sense that it does not years with computers. Shar said
make any kind of prerequisites their functions are so unique
in terms of either a particular . and different, it makes the most
sense for each to submit a plan.
discipline or function."
He said he thinks the greatest
He said UNH will receive a
50 percent discount through the potential payoff for DEC's
agreement. "It is a universal proposal is not just machines,
discount for all departments at but the ability to have a closer
interaction between the faculty,
UN H," Shar said.
Shar said the cost of the students, and DEC (as a corpoprogram would depend on what ration).
For students, it means becomUNH received through the
plan. He said he would not know ing involved wi.th New Hampthe cost until the proposal was
more developed.
UNH now has a mixture of
. _different machines in the central
computer resource system. The
oldest, two DEC System 10
machines, are technologically
obsolete, said Shar.
The four VAX 11/780 ma-

-STUDENTS(continued from page 3)

HEY!!

shire's larg~st employer. The
plan also provides an opportunity for cooperative education
projects, Shar said.
DEC employs a broad spectrum of graduates, but Shar said,
"their main thrust is obviously
in the technical fields.'.'
He said DEC gains the opportunity to have a "showcase" by
assisting in the development
of a strong, integrated computer ·
system for the university . .
"Basically, these boxes can ·
take over the repetitive task;
whether it is numbers, letters,
or graphics needed for work in
the arts, engineering, or science
,departments," Shar said.
Shar explained, "The:: L,c:;::,~
thing that could happen is to
get people of all a~ademic
di&ciplinesinvolved b~ interacting with each other."

The New Hantpshire
Staff
Don't forget about
Saturday night!
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error : ppears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send add~ess changes to The New llq,__mpshire,
· 151 MUB, UNH , Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

BASS FACTORY OUTLET
PRESIDENTS' DAY SALE FEB. 14-24. MONUMENTAL SAVINGS OF MORE .THAN 50%.

arts major receives a broad based
education. The core curriculum
is geared towards accomplishing
this, he said.
"I feel positive about the
direction of higher education
in the US" says Kirkpatrick,
"especially here at UNH."

½ PRICE BOOTS
FROM $18.99.

-BUDGET..;_
(continued from page 1)
. and financial affairs.
"It's not as much as we'd like,
but it's not as much as we
deserve either," he said.
Fisk said the funds would be
used to help correct "salary
deficiencies across the board,"
and to fund the new UNH
science building.
The Nashua Graduate Center
and research projects are also
slated for funding, he said.
In Sununu's budget presentation to the state legislature
Wednesday night, he said the
proposed budget increase would
boost student financial aid and
narrow the salary gap between
UNH and other instututions.
USNH Board of Trustees
Chairman Richard A. Morse
said Sununu's figures indicate
"his understanding of the importance of the University."
Based on the budget proposal
and enrollment projections
salary increases could be "very
substantial," he said.
"We're not disappointed
(with the budget)," Morse said.
"We will encourage other sources, and end up with a very good
budget," he said. .
"Any educator in the state has
to be encouraged by the budget,"
said USNH Chancellor Kasper
Marking. ·
Marking said the forthcoming
legislative process makes allocating proposed funds difficult
right now, but called improving
comparative faculty salaries the
"number one priority."
"There appears to be a lot of
support in the legislature for
the University, " Fisk said.
"We've got a good working
budget there."

SAVE UP TO 57%
WOMEN'S BOOTS.

ENTIRE STOCK CF
LEATHER GLOVES
½PRICE!

SAVE UP TO 50% ON MEN'S
CASUAL, COMFORTABLE FOOTWEAR.
NOW FROM $29.99.

CHAMOIS SHIRTS.
BUY2,GET
ONE FREE!

Come see what happens
when our factory direct prices
are chopped down even more.
You'll find all of our women's
boots are up to 57% off regular
retail prices. Plus, you can save
25-33% on a wide selection of
leather handbags, belts and
Bass personal leather accessories. Celebrate the savings ano
enter our drawing for terrific
prizes. Honor our forefathers
with the sale that will make
history. Now through Feb. 24 .

WOMEN'S CAREER SHOES.
SAVE UP TO 50%.
FROM $24.99.

FACTORY OUTLET.

North Hampton Factory Outlet Center
964-6025

Kittery

Rt. 1
439-4277
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---------------FEVER--------------<continued from page 7)

the winter is o_nly slightly · "NH is a beautiful place," said
unpleasant.
Sharfman, especially in the
'Tm more active during the winter.
summer months so what I can't
"The cold months are a part
do in the winter I make up by of New England life, and if
doing other things."
people can't adapt to it they'll
She said the oppression of never appreciate the beauty of
cabin fever comes from being their surroundings," he said.
cooped up inside. Skiing is a
"People get depressed if they
good release because it's fun, don't do anything. If they turn
she said.
thing around and make the best
David Sharfman, a UNH of the situation, they'll feel a
student from Worcester, Mass. lot better," said Sharfman.
said winter is not a problem.
Heidi Wiberg, also a UNH

student, said winter is her
favorite season. "I run, and for
me running is a lot more enjoyable in cool weather." She said
the weather does not bother her
and if it's really bad she tries
to adapt to it by doing an indoor ·
sport.
Tamera Rozek, a part time
scud_e nt who used to live on
campus, said living in the dorms
has a great effect on a person's
need, especially in the winter.
"If you don't participate in

"A Breakthrough
From Bose"
High Fidelity (USA)
February 1985

activities around the dorm, then
the tendency you might have
to get depressed in winter will
increase," she said.

"The more you detach yourself from your surroundings, the
worse it ( the cabin fever) can
become," Rozek said.

TASk TIP-OF THE DAY:
Be sure to attend all review sessions and the last class prior
to an exam: information about the exam and exam material
may be discussed.

Need a Hand
Choosing the
Right Career?

Come to a Career Night
on
Careers in Mathematics

" ... we came away impressed with its overall sound quality
and particularly by its ability to deliver good bass at high
volumes.''
High Fidelity (USA)
February 1985

Sponsored by the offices of
Alumni Affairs
and
Career Planning & Placement
'' ... seems to defy physics."
The Globe and Mail (Canada)
December 21, 1984

THE STRAFFORD .HOUSE
-a nd THE STRAFFORD MANOR

"Awesome bass, remarkable sound purity"
·-

Home Entertainment (USA)
February 1985

SPECIAL
STUDENT RENTALS
AT 10% DISCOUNT
,with deposit made
and lease signed

" ... convincing bass, clear highs, a broad stereo image and
power to spare ...''
Rolling Stone (USA)
JfJ.nuary 17, 1985

Critics worldwide are singing the praises of the new Bose® Acoustic
Music System.
Why? Because the Bose Acoustic Wave Music System is smaller than a conventional bookshelf speaker, yet it can outperform large component systems
costing up to five times as much.
After investing 14 years and 13 million dollars, Bose achieved a technological
breakthrough with the Acoustic Wave Music System: produce clear, deep
and powerful bass notes within a small enclosure.
The final critic is you. To realty appreciate the remarkable sound of the
Acoustic Wave Music System, you have to hear it for yourself. For a demonstration to remember, call your campus representatives; Jeff Coleman
at 868-9749 or Peter Hauck at 868-5519.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Single anp Double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
Ali rooms completely furnished
Refrigerator. stove, and sink in each room
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
Laundromat
Lounge area
Year-round Patio
The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located
in the heart of Durham, N.H. with all the facilities of the
University of New Hampshire within walking distance.

Rental Office at
The
Strafford House

868-2192

•

14 Strafforb Ave,
Durham, N.H .

-_,,, •.~
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ATTENTION FACULTY AND
______________________STUDENTS
________ ____ -----ARE yo·u PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
._..,_..__

.........__..__

~

YOUR
TRAVEL ARRANGEMEN TS?

•

Tl1e NicJ1e

••

Coffeel1ouse
An Entertai·nmen t Alternative
I

presents

LOCAL PHONE: i49-0500
RWTRAVEL:
... -. -- G-U ARAN-YEEs··r HE ··row7 ESTRA'.T ES-7fVJ1.1L~ -- ---- -- -- - --- ----------·-·· -- -- . ···--··-- --- - -- ----- - ------ABLE AT TIME OF RESERRVATION
_• AIRLINE TICKETS, AMTRAK RAILTICKETS,
. / CAR RENTALS, HOTELS, LEISURE AND BUS· Room 7L Devine Hall
INESS TRAVEL RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
• CONVIENTLY LOCATED ON THE KARI VAN
Saturday, Feb. 16th
ROUTE LOCATED AT WEEKS TRAFFIC CIRCLE
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
.
.
.. _..... ...• .SCHEDULED. TICKET.DELI.VBRY'S ARRANGED
. ___ Free Admission
TELL THEM JERRY SENT YOU!!!
DON'T OVERPAY!!!

-- - -CALL-R-W-TRAVEL -TODA-Y-!-!!!!l -- -------.

__ _

- Funded by PFO

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
THE ONLY .SOCIAL/PR OFESSIO.NAL
FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS
·''THE F·RATERNITY Wt·T·H A· PURPOSE''
~

All Men of the College of Life Science and
Agriculture, Thompson School of Applied_
Science, and Related Majors
We've got an opportunity for you to become
involved with something that will reward you_
the _rest of y~ur life.
----- - · -. -50 .years of excellence. at UN.H.
60 Chapters Nationwide _: -.
. -

-

.

- -

-

.

-----

---

--

6 Strafford Ave

Open Rushes: February 14

. ....... . . . . ...... Refreshments_Served_ _ _

8:00-10:00p.m.
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'Editorial
Sununu , a new vision of educati on
Last Wednesday Governor Sununu unveiled his budget proposal for the upcoming
biennium. There is one particular aspect
which concerns the University System
greatly. The Governor has this year
requested an increase of more than $16
million dollars for higher education in New
Hampshire.
The majority of that money should go
to faculty salary which is the most intelligent
use for it."With this additional money New
Hampshire·s mstitutions of higher educaton
will be able to hold onto the most valuable
resource a school has, its faculty.
Here at UNH we should be able to
maintain the excellent staff that we already

the Senate.
Democratic Minority Leader Leo Lessard
was very positive about the budget which
is a complete turn around from his position 1
on the last budget Sununu presented two
years ago. Perhaps this can be attributed
to the Governor's change in attitude toward
the University Sys.tern.
Students should now concentrate on what
they can do to help this budget pass. Writing
to congressmen can be a very effective way

have and to expand upon it with a little
luck.
Probably of greater importance is the
addition of $200,000 to the New Hampshire
Incentive Aid Program. This money will
help NH residents offset the cost of
education, and with the proposed slashes
in the national aid programs the addition
comes at a propitious time.
It would seem the Governor has come
to realize the University System· is a part
of the state which can no longer be
neglected. For this he is to be applauded.
The proposed budget has received a warm
welcome from many state legislators which
is an encouraging sign for its passage in

of helpiug kgblatiu11 duuugh. Also, it i:;

imperative the Student Senates of all three
schools in the System work to push this
bill forward. The student body should help
them in any way they can.

A vote for commun ity
It is common to hear students in Durham
complain about one or another of the town's
laws. Among these, the most nagging to
the student population is probably the open
container law. This statute prohibits the
possession of an open container with alcohol
in it on public property. In the town
elections coming up in March, students
will have a chance to change the course
of affairs in Durham.
On the ballot for selectman will be two
students from UNH, Jay Ablondi and Jim
Griffith. They will be running for the
positions in hopes of bringing student voice
to the town government. This is an occasion
to be heralded by students who in the past
have been impotent'in the face of the Town
of Durham and its governing board. If the
student body turns out in force the course
of town policy may be drastically shifted

Gov'tjobs
To the Editor: ·
I have a Bachelor of Arts degree
from Columbia University and am
retired after having wdrked for
many years for the Federal Government's· Social Security Administrati0n and Health Care Financing
Administration. I very strongly urge
all college graduates not to work
for the United States Government,
because:
1. Wages and salaries for Federal
Governmnet employees are on the
average 183% below the pay that
employees in private enterprise
receive for essentially the same jobs.
The most pay that a Federal Government employee .can receive is
$66,000 a year (very few of them
reach that or get anywhere near it),
which is very small compared the
the yearly salaries of many private
company executives which are in
the hundreds of thousands of dollars
·and which in some cases are in the
millions of dollars.
2. Federal employees have to pay
a high percentage of the premiums
for their health and life insurance,
whereas many employers in priva::e
enterprise pay all of such premiums
for their employees.

in the next three years.
Granted, even if these two men are elected .
to the Board of Selectmen they will be a
minority voice, but they will be a voice and
that is something that the students here
have never had. It is essential that these
men realize their commitment to the entire
town and try t9 remove bias in favor of
the University student. But the closed doors
of town government will become open to
students, and that in itself will make life
here in Durham during a students' term
at school all the better.
For those students registered in Durham,.
you must realize that your vote in this
election is a chance to most directly influence
what happens around you while you live
here. You must also realize that you are
required to pay a residence tax before you
·
will be eligible.

3. Federal employees have to pay
into Medicare' s Hospital Trust
Fund, and effective on January 1,
1984 new Federal employees must
pay into Social Security's other trust
funds. This is in addition to paying
into the Civil Service Retirement
System. These mandatory payments
constitute just a sneaky way by
which the Reagan Administration
and its reactionary allies in the
Congress have taken the money of
Federal Government employees to
shore up Medicare and Social
Security. Federal employees have
their own health insurance and
retirement systems and cannot bear
any additional expense.
4. The Reagan Administration
has raised Federal employees' and
retirees' health insurance premiums
to exorbitant levels and cut their
health insurance coverage drastically.
5. According to the Congressional
Budget Off ice, Federal Government
employees receive less vacation and
holiday time than do many people
in private enterprise. For example,
for many years steel workers have
been given 13 week vacations every
5 years (in addition to their regular
vacations during the intervening
years) upon attaining a certain
__
seniority.
6. The Congressional Budget
Office also states that employees
of the Federal Government receive

-

-

less sick time than do many private
enterprise employees.
7. Federal employees work a 40
hour week while many private
enterprise workers have work
weeks of less hours. For example,
the electricians in New York city
obtained a 25 hour work week many
years ago.
8. For many years Federal employees have paid 7% of their total
pay into their retirement fund. They
have had to pay into their fund far
more than people covered by Social
Security trust funds. The vast
majority of private enterprise
retirement plans are fully paid for
by the employers with no employee
contributions required, and private
plans are protected by a Federal law,
the Pension Benefit Guarantee
Statute.
9. Federal Government employees do not receive Christmas
or any other bonuses, or have profit
sharing plans, stock option plans,
etc.
10. Federal employees ar(! forbidden to engage in politics. This
is a complete violation of their
Constitutional rights of free expression and association.
11. Federal Government retirees
formerly received 1 % of their
pensions added to the pensions at

LETTERS, page 15

For those students still unregistered, you
must realize your obligation to the town
and the student body in this significant
moment.
The town also stands to gain from this
move. If there are two student representatives to the Board of Selectmen, the
channels of communictaion between the
town and the students will necessarily be
improved. This improved communication
should serve to improve all aspects of the
sometimes less than amicable relationships
the two bodies now have.
This election brings the entire community
to a point in which i_t can either move
forward, stagnate or be split apart even
further. With a combination of the election
of these two students, and their good
judgment in performance of their duties,
everyone stands to gain a great deal.
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University Forum
Food For Thou ght
Another Thursday night, and here I sit, before
my typewriter once again. Many thoughts pass
through my mind; some I will share, and some I'm
not allowed to share. The dark recesses of my mind,
which are winced at in the English language, struggle
to spew forth matter which is of the intellectual
breed.
Intellectualism: What is this monster which rears
its menacing, yet often inspirational head? Is it
the utilization of thought, the quest for expansion
of the realm of the uppermost organs of our
physically weak temples? Our bodies? The answer
lies in these three simple words: pursuit, attack,
and capture.
As tne majestic lion must bow to the hum1 1ty

By Kevin Morse

of the chase of some lesser creature, so too must
the individual of academic pursuit bow to the rigors
of wide scope of facts, theories and figures. How
to choose between the many options which roam
across the plain, to allow them to escape or to select
what is desirable, whether it be food for thought
or food for ingestive purposes: both the lion and
the student must choose their paths: to eat and
be strong, or to be passive and live a meek and hungry
existence.
Of equal importance is the attack.To be swift
and precise as the wolf pack, savagely ripping the
meat of knowledge from the b~nes of academia,
or to be slow and deliberate as the giraffe, daintily
p1Ckrng leaves from the most select trees of genius:

a

we must choose our methods. Will the method
chosen affect the outcome? Only a long life can·
really provide the answer.
Third, and finally, is the capture. This, the most
important of the three, reflects the ability to use
the imagination, resulting from one's individu;;ilism
and the efficient processing and digestion of the
food attained. Attack and capture are nothing
without the ability to capture and eat.
With these 'wisdomest' words thoroµghly implanted in the minds of many readers, I would like
to part with this final thought: DON'T CHOKE!

.,.____ _____________.....__ _________...,. -~--....------------------------------......,

...,;;;,

, Kevin Morse is a well-known connoisseur of intellectuailsm .

Another Woman 's View

California Dreamin'

By Kris Snow

By Pat OVe/1

The fact is, it ta,kes a whole lot more
than one column in one newspaper to
klescribe what is and isn'·t:"right about
the effort to achieve equality between
women and men.
But while the battle i~ very likely
a never-ending op.e, certai_n -tqings are
.
clear.
First, .it is true that women should
not feel shame for being sensitive. Men
shouldn't either.

If a woman wants to define herself
as someone with breasts and good legs,
that's all right. It does, however, pose
a problem for those females with notso-slender legs and flat chests.
And perhaps it is a wonderful thing
that certain women don't feel the
pressure of having to support others,
but that doesn't make the pleas.ure..:a
reality for all females. Durham, and
every other community in the country,
is filled with women who feed, house,
clothe and love entire families. They
do it alone, and not necessarily by their
own choice.
There's little doubt that women
deserve equal pay for equal positionsmoreover, that women deserve respect
and fair treatment just like any other
individual. Few people, and fewer
feminists would disagree.
And even fewer feminists would
disagree that there are several levels
where such equality can be sought. An
effort to insure equal salaries is one
level, but others-like language policies
eliminating sexist references in course
and other University statements-are
equally important.

..,

The word man, for example, does
mean human being, but if there's
another term-an equally descriptive
term-which avoids any confusion
between a word's literal and implied
meaning, why not use it? Such policies
are part of the step-by-step effort to
achieve equality; they're tangible and
recognizable and necessary.
Other issues _in the equality discussion aren't so simple, which makes
them worth more thought and fewer

generalizations. Yes, the sexes are
physiologically different, and yes,
perhaps some women want more
muscles. But to go to war? The relationship between strength and military
participation is not, and probably never
will pe, -so clearcut.
Maybe some women do want to
demonstrate equal status by joining
the front lines and killing an enemy.
And chances are, many could perform
such an act given the chance. But one
would hope equality doesn't depend
on that single criteria.
And if women are some day required
to register for the draft, and do end
up serving this country, one would hope
their equality to men isn't judged by
their particular role in the effort.
Participation in ·a war or a draft
registration, however, doesn't indicate
gender superiority, but rather an
individual's commitment as a citizen.
If men are asked to demonstrate that
commitment by registering, women
should be, too.
But regardless of draft registration,
and regardless of how and w_here
women participate, equality is a crucial
goal. If that means altering course titles
and University publications, fine. If
it means getting stronger, fine. And
if it qieans giving women the responsibility of registering for the draft, fine.
These specific efforts, and the
innumberable others which women
may undertake to seek equality, do not
mean females don't want to be females.
Women just want the freedom tomake decisions and pursue amibitions
without having to worry about their
· sex and obstacles which can go along
with it.
And if a courteous man holds a door
or pulls out a chair? Some feminists
may resent the action, but only because
they feel it implies more than thoughtfulness. But other women who call
themselves feminists will still welcome
the gesture. Some might even initiate
it.
Kris Snow is happy to be a feminist.
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Coming home was very strange.
Nothing looked quite the way I remembered. And people certainly didn't act
--the way I remembered.
Let me explain. I'm a born and bred
Y.,,ankee. You know, like someone out
of a Mary McCarthy novel. But preppy
can get .pretty stifling after a while.
So I decided to leave New Hampshire
for a vear. I went to a city on the beach
in Cafifornia, a city called Santa Cruz.
Once again, let me explain. Santa
Cruz is an extremely liberal city. And
students at the University of California,
Santa Cruz (otherwise known as UCSC)
are probably its most liberal residents,
Let's just say I had a few adjustments
to make.
The first thing I learned about was
the concept of "PC'. PC is· an acronym
for politically correct. UCSC is very
politically correct. Everything from
the choice of breakfast cereal (preferably all-natural granola, preferably
purchased at the local cooperative) to
clothing (at the _local Harmony and
Lotus store one can rest assured only
natural fiber clothing will be offered
for sale) to one's choice of a political
can,d idate (need I explain?) can and
should be politically correct, according
to the prevailing local philosophy.
Th~re~ere advantages to PC, of
course. The sort of harassment of
women that is fairly common at UNH
was almost unheard of at UCSC. The
vast majority of the students, male as
well as female, were feminists. In such
an environment strong social pressure
is exerted against the unenlightened.
But I. don't mean to make myself
sound beligerent. I spent ten months
in California and I had a great time.
While most of my time was spent in
Santa Cruz, I also spent a few weeks
in San Francisco (wandering the streets
of that city's famed Haight-Ashbury
district, which, sad to say, is turning
into a haven for Yuppies). I spent
another few weeks in San Clemente
(playing on the beach with the surfer
dudes and the Republicans.) And then
I came home. And boy, did everything
look different.
I cried most of the way from San

Diego to Chicago. (Leaving someone
you've gotten attached to isn't easy.)
When I finally emerged from my puddle
of tears I managed to carry on a
reasonably cheerful conversation with
the man in the nexi: seat. He and his
wife were returning from a California
vacation (golfing in Pebble Beach and
sunning in La Jolla) just in time for
him to attend the Republican convention. He was a delegate from Maryland.
It was at that point that it first hit me
that I was no longer in Santa Cruz. The
e~st coast, complete with conservative
tendencies, was fast approaching.
. _ Things continued to improve after.
I arrived in Boston. People don't talk
to you at Logan. They won't even look
at you. They even let doors slam on
you.
Honest, it happened. I was staggering out of the terminal, loaded down
with a year's worth of worldly possessions. I just didn't have a hand to spare
for the door, so I thought I could sneak
through on the heels of the two men
in front of me. Well, I couldn't. The
door was heavy, so when it slammed
shut it pinned me against the doorjam.
Oh well, at least someone noticed after
a few minutes.
All humor aside, coming home was
very unsettling. It wasn't just that no
one smiled and said hello on the street.
And it wasn't that PC was suddenly
replaced by the Republican party
platform as the ideology of choice.
Everything just seemed different. I
seemed different. I noticed when I
talked to my friends they would
sometimes look puzzled, as if they
weren't quite sure what I was trying
to say. Or even why I was saying it.
Sometimes I was tempted to say things
calculated to shock, simply because I
knew it would be easy to do.
But then I started to think about this
"crisis" I was going through. I went
away because I was tired of being in
a place I thought I knew and understood
all too well. So I went away, looking
for the unfamiliar and the unsettling.
I found it. Especially when I came home.
Pat O'Dell is an editor for the New
Hampshire.

LETTERS
(continued from page 14)
the time of retirement and 2 cost
of living increases each year in order
to at least fractionally compensate
them for the low pay that they had
been given while working. Now
they do not get the 1% add-on, and
they only receive 1 cost of living
increase per year.
12. Federal retirees have to pay
income tax on every cent of their
pensions once they get back what
they paid into their pension fund.
The money they paid into the
pension fund is not taxable, because
taxes were paid on it by the retiree,
when he/ she was working.
13. In order to provide a survivor's pension for his or her spouse,

the average Federal retiree must by the Federal Civil Service Retireaccept about an 8% reduction in ment System. J. Peter Grace, Chairhis or her pension from its incep- man of the Board of W.R. Grace
and Co., receives a pension of
tion.
14. In the past, college graduates _ $357,500 per year! He is also
sought employment with the Fed- chairman of the commission which
eral Government mainly because was supposed to make recommenof job security _and retirement at dations to eliminate waste in the
a comparatively young age on good Federal Government (almost all
pension. Recent legislation has cut of which is due to enormous overdown Federal job security, job charging by private enterprise
security has been increased in the defense contractors.) That commis- ·
private sector by law and recent sion produced the ridiculous Grace
court decisons, and many private Commission Report, which, almost
company pension plans provide entirely, instead of revealing inbenefits (including early retire- stances of waste, called for the
ment) that are equal to or more elimination of efficiently run progenerous than those that are given grams that do not suit the reaction-_

ary ideas of the commission.
Therefore, college graduates are
much better off working in private _
enterprise with the chance of
becoming one of the $1,000,000 (or
rIJOre) a year corporation presidents

as -he can obtain a position in the
private sector that is commensurate
with his education than t~ke a job
with the United States Government
while looking for a good occupation

or a quarter of a million ayear vice
president than working in the
Federal Government's Civil Service
for cheapskate pay and second rate
fringe benefits.

with a private business. Otherwise,
he may ruin his future by tainting
himself with Federal employment,

If a college graduate cannot find
a good job in private enterprise
upon graduation, he/she would do
far better to work in a menial job
in priv~te enterprise ~nfil such time

since it is looked upon with great
disdain by the business community
and the public in general. In fact,
for a number of years people have
been thought to have disgraced
themselves, if they worked for the
Federal Government.
Freder_ick C. Strark, Jr.
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Arts & Features
Evil exilmined
in new play
a chorus similar to that seen in
By Thom Mrozek
the Greek tragedies. This chorus
The UNH Theatre Depart- is played by ten cast members
ment will be presenting its new who are re-creating the pans
production, "The Visit" by of 35 town residents.
Lead actress Judi Dion, who
Friedrich Durrenmatt, beginning next week in the Johnson plays opposite Jeffrey Hupfer,
Theatre in the Paul -Creative sees her role as a "real challenge." She finds the production
Arts Center.
''The Viritn i'- ~ trl'.lgi-rom e dy to be "pxpPriment~l, but it pC2ys
about the small town of Gullen. off." In terms of the ZachanA wealthy ex-patriot of the assian character that she plays,
town, Clair Zachanassian, por- Dion finds it interesting to
trayed by Judi Dion, returns to observe "the effect of one
economically-depressed Gullen woman on the town and the
and offers the town one million power of money." In essence, .
pounds to kill an ex-boyfriend, Dion's character is " evil, yet
who allegedly empregnated charming," and this is what
_Azchanassian when she was allows the -play to work for the
audience. Dion has also apyoung.
The play examines the "re- peared in last semester's preslativeness of evil," according entation of "Working," and
to Dr. Magidson. The dramatic previously, in -"Candide."
Playwright Durrenmatt, who
elements of "The Visit" revolve
around the actions of the town also scripted "Frank V." and
"The Physicists," wrote "The
that have serious consequences.
However, the production is Visit" out of the existential
not strictly a morality play. The background of the 1950's, acconclusion of the action leaves cording to Magidson.
It is a thought-provoking
The cast of ''The Visit"rehearses in Johnson Theater. The play will open on February 21. the question of right and wrong
, play, yet promises to be highly
up
to the viewer to decide.
(Matthew Wentworth photo)
· Magidson termed the show entertaining as well. "The Visit"
"bizarre and wonderful." There will make the playgoer laugh
is a lot of humor derived from · and then provide food for
the stereotypes of the townpeo- thought after the show con- ple. In the commedia dell' arte eludes.
The play, directed by Dr.
tradition, much of the characBy W. Glenn Stevens
tickets for a student body of over allow a nighttime, outside .. ters' actions have been impro- David Magidson, will preview
vised during rehearsals which on February 20th, with its
Where have all the good / 10,000! Great band, poor plan- concert at UNH," said Art.
regular opening on February
It seems that there is a prob- began on January 28th.
bands gone? Where 1s David and ning.
The stereotypes of the town 21st. The production will then
This semester SCOPE had lem here. If there were no
Michael, Mic and Rich, Billy and
Pat? Where are the Beatles and scheduled Big Country, (big deal)· students at UNH then there is reflected in the stark, 2 run until February 23rd, conthe Stings'? Where are the Cars for March-3rd, but since the would be no UNH. If there was dimensional stage, designed by tinuing again on February 28th
lady's basketball team won last no UNH then there would be Assistant Director Carroll Toi- and running until closing night,
and the Drivers? Where is
March 2nd. There will be a
Madonna and her navel? Not week, they'll be playing on the no UNH administration and no man.
The town, in a modification matinee performance on Wednight of March 3rd instead of UNH public safety. If there
at UNH!
None of these people will be Big Country. Thanks a lot ladies! were no students, none of these of the original production, acts · nesday, February 27th.
SCOPE has also~entatively people would have jobs.
at UNH. None of them will
Shouldn't students then, take
grace us with their starry pres- scheduled the Tubes·-and Utopia
(with Todd Rundgren) for May presidence over the adminisence.
They will not be here partially 5th. But SCOPE's $9,000 brand tration? I think we'd all like to
because of bad planning and new stage is being used at a see Art Proulx and SCOPE
mostly because the administra- presidential honors convoca- schedule a concert this spring
tion will not allow the students . tion. Does anyone know what that none of us would ever
who are in charge of finding a convocation is? If so, is it more forget.
By Lisa Luedeke
Hebert read a short piece
these great bands the freedom important than the happiness
Author Ernest Hebert read
There is also the problem of
that-they need to schedule_a of thousands of UNH students? some bands just not wanting to several pieces-including a chap- from the second book in his
really outstanding UNH con- "Administration always takes come to UNH. There is a nasty ter from his new novel, When "Darby" series, A Little More
presidence over SCOPE," said rumor floating around campus On Love Intent-to a full house Than Kin. When he wrote this,
cert.
Last semester the Student Art Proulx, SCOPE's frustrated that Madonna does not want to on Monday night in the Forum he said, he was interested in how
Committee on Popular -Enter- president.
come tb Durham. If anyone Room of the library. His appear- time works, how the older you
The largest enclosed area on knows Madonna personally or ance was part of the continuing are, the more quickly it goes by.
tainment (SCQPE) and the
It's like the first time you drive
Memorial Union Student Or- cam pus is the football field. Why happens to know her home writer's series at UNH.
ganization (MUSO) acquired can't we have a big bash on the phone number, please contact
Hebert began writing poetry somewhere in a car, he said, to
the famous and popular Beaver football field? Foxborough had me at The New Hampshire. I'd as an undergraduate at Keene illustrate his point. It seems to
Brown Band. There were 648 David Bowie play at Sullivan like to have a few words with State, but turned to writing take forever to get there because
tickets sold in two hours. 648 Stadium. "Public safety will not her.
fiction as a graduate student at you are "outside yourself" taking
Stanford when he realized he in so much new information.
didn't have "poetical music" to After making a trip several
his writing. He was a Boston times you withdraw back into
Globe columnist for four and yourself, stop noticing new
a half years, but is best known things, and it goes by more
for his two critically acclain:ied quickly.
He incorporated these life ,
novels, The Dogs of March and
observations into the fictional ·
A Little More Than Kin.
Both of these novels, as well Widow Clapp-an -old woman
as his new one, are part of what who is losing her memory and
her hearing. She lives alone in
he calls "the Darby series" books set in or around a place the country and fears that her
called Darby, NH, a small children will put her'in an old
fictional town on the Connec- · folks home. Time is rushing by
ticut River. Despite his novel's her. "It was as if the world were
settings he does not like to be a movie and somebody had
referred to as a regional writer. speeded up the reel."
To prove her competence to
He considers himself more of
a "city boy," since he is from her children, she watches the
.~the small city of Keene. His red light on the phone so that
characters are usually poverty she will know when it is ringing.
stricken, rural people. They are "They think I'm senile," she
says, "but I'm already part ghost
John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band performed in the Memorial Union Building last a "literary tool" for him; he wd that'~ mh ...L ?re afraid of
never lived the lives that they
HEBERT, page 18_ . semester. (Charles Smith,Jr. photo)
do.
.

Marching without a drul11mer

Keene auth-o r
reads work
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Lots of new commotion from fiendish sources
handedness and punk preten- acclaim and recognition with success on whether or not it is
tiousness of their contempor- the release of Oxygene in 1977, dance~ ~le, but in having his
aries to the mat of existence possibly the most popular syn- latest songs express a more
while hitting below the belt such thesizer album since Switched popuh:r sensibility, Jarre is
- bloated celebrities as Bob Hope On Bach. Successive albums gaining a wider audience while
and John Belushi. But who are Equinoxe and Magnetic Fields, freeing himself from the
these Fiends? Who are these while equally popular, served pidgeon-hole criticism of many
purveyors of beginning nih- to enforce many critics' dismis- listeners. Most importantly,
. ilism, these rebels without sal of J arre as an electronic J arre has scored a personal
applause?
dabbler and a purveyor of Muz- triumph in approaching and
The Fiends, Scott Morrow on ak.
executing the material on Zoo"rabid" guitar, Sean Gwin on
Perhaps Jarre has recently . look in his usual uncomprom"wonder-beast" bass and the become more aware of the ising fashion, creating densely
indomitable
Dan Willis on exhausted direction of his work, patterned landscapes of shifting
The Fiends
drums and explosive-tip har- his audience or his pocketbook. contour like "Wooloomooloo"
We've Come For Your Beer
poon, dish out more abuse than Perhaps he finally realized when or the fiery "Zoolookologie."
Bemisbrain Records
Fred Blassy and Lou Albano it was time to stop exploiting
U n 1 i k e many much Robert Lloyd, Music Editor · could ever create.
his music and himself. Whatev- ballyhooed bands today, Jarre
We've Come For Your Beer er the reason, Zoolook (pro- has approached his latest work
for the L.A. Weekly, couldn't
opens with the unforgetable nouncecl "Zoo-lewk") ic;; ~ r::iclirnl with the compromise of his
have said it better-"This is ~s:
close as music ever gets to "Riot in the Men's Room", and entirely welcome departure genuine artistic interests and
complete with smashing mir- from Jarre's previous offerings popular accessability in mind.
professional wrestling."
Bursting with all the cheap rors, trashed porcelain and and should prove an exciting In the case of Zoolook, the line
glamour and perverse hilarity .good-natured ribald laughter introduction ·ro rtew listenets · between the two-is drawn thinly,
of "All-Star Wrestling", the of assault and battery in pro- as well as despondent fans.
but Jarre walks the .line with
Fiend's We've Come For Your gress. Running the gamut from
Zoolook bursts with such confidence.
Beer reads like a Sunday after- "Ramblin' Rose" to the scorch- unbridaled energy and creativity
Judging from the airplay and
noon in front of the T.V. in ing "Fiends/Nitro Party", these that it is difficult to imagine the critical acclaim of Zoolook,Jarre
- ----·-- subutbia. If is -arYTtbuni' pcfs -= ·- guys-demnnstrnte -r~hey krrow·- ·cakulat-ing~Jarre
·-Fias ·made:
coruiriue to
sessed of its own repugnance, how to get down and belch ... uh, the man behind all this unprece- make, projects which challenge
reeking of stale corn-chips, burn that is.
dented upheaval. For those and excite our senses as much
For your next party_, forget listeners only familiar with the as they do his own.
warm beer and memories of
little concern or importance to the leg-pulling and wallet- · broad synthesizer washes and By Jon Ekstrom
anyone else. It is full of memo- gouging antics of other pop painfully precise arrangements
ries of a time when you had a hacks and wrestle with The of Oxygene andJarre's previous
lot of fun performing senseless, Fiends. Action, noise and beer- works Zoolook should surprise
stupid acts of shameless self- pai ty with The Fiends or die!
you. If your conception of elecByjo~ E_kstrom tronic/ synthesizer music is
iridulgence.
It is an album that literally
distant, unexciting and entirely
demands (listen to "Sexual
relegated to the domain of ·
Explosion #19" backwards) that
spectacled, knob-twist,ing inyou put away a couple of sixes
tellectuals, Zoolook should give
of very cheap beer and barf your
you a mush needed shock.
guts out on the T.V. room floor.
Zoolook realizes all the dyIt's the kind of album that drives
namic, creative possibilities
men to urinate on their neigh· which Oxygene and Equinoxe
bor's lawns and drive through
hinted at, but c.ever attempted
Time Zo~e - ·
mobile-home parks late at night,
to achieve.
whooping and hollering like
Take everyone's favorite per- World Destruction
idiots while up-rooting plaster
formance artist, Laurie Ander- Celluloid Records
lawn-burros and pissing-off old
son, combine with the TwangPresented for your inspecBar King himself-Adrian Belew
people.
Jean- ichel arre
Such is the party of life Zoolook
on a veritable menagerie of tion-Afrika Bambaataa, a preaccording to the Fiends, and the Dreyfuss Disques
guitar effects and phrasings. mier hip-hop soulmaster with
party is good. They take a flying
Add to this a seasoned array of Material's bassist/ producer Bill
For all of France's exported musicians ranging from Marcus Laswell. Further augment this
drop-kick to such fatuous institutions as drag racing and macho products, its popular music Miller on bass to the indomit- combination with Talking
car-adulations while putting a output has thus far been limited able Yogi Horton on drums: Heads keyboardist Bernie Worfirm full-nelson on drug abuse to a relatively small number of Season this talented conglomer- rell and Johnny "Rotten" Lydon,
and sexual pretentiousness. musicians, among them; Jean- ation with an innumerable lately of Public Image Ltd. and
They grab the rancid ugliness Luc Ponty, Pierre Bensusan and variety of state of the art effects even later of the Sex Pistols.
of our great nation and set it Jean-Michel Jarre. The latter, and devices, electronic treatThe result of this unlikely
before us, covered with a cheesy their most untraditional artist, ments and polyrhythms and conglomeration? World Descream sauce they've secretly has proven himself a somewhat throw in over 25 languages truction of course, one of the
tucked in their spandex everlast predictable performer in the ranging from Eskimo to Afgh- most devastating singles to be
past with what appeared to be anistanian for good measure.
belts for just such an occasion.
released in quite a while. World
They do all this and more, an equally predictable future.
P1:1tting all these elements Destruction contains more r<:1ge
J arre received international into the· hands of J arre, a f rus- and power in the grooves of its
pinning the heavy-metalt rated experimentalist, is asking A & B-side versions than many
bands could produce in an entire
for some dynamic result.
(continued from page 17)
Zoolook opens with the Jar- album.
me."
'-into a third.
resque "Ethnicolor," an eerie
The piece, written by Laswell,
Trivial matters escape the
This idea, Hebert said, is majestic piece full of lush texgrasp of her mind, and she based on the idea of trinity. He turing and brooding emotion. ' combines the talents of all the
entertains herself with memo- is a practicing Catholic and Dense multi-layered synthesizer players involved (and there are
ries of her youth and her hus- sometimes incorporateas these tracks sweep forbodingly across dozens, I assure you) into a
scathing statement on Amerband who has passed away. ideas into his stories.
this piece, creating a shifting
"More and more, she preferred ·
Throughout the chapter her surface for Belew' s guitar wails ica's disregard for its future and
the sound she heard in her head two personalities are revealed and Anderson's pathos-ridden its nostalgic attempts to revive
to what whe heard with her through their different feelings vocal phrasings. "Diva," anoth- the past. Bambaataa' s indignant,
ears." But still she is lonely. "'My about their long, black hair. er piece off Zoolook, picks up forceful vocal cuts across the
how time flys,' she said, to hear "Her hair was Estelle's pride. where "Ethnicolor" left off, song in angry bursts; chanting,
her own voice."
The beauty of it, the softness reiterating Anderson's narrative preaching and demanding the
Hebert also read a short of it, the flow of it was verifi- fragments in conjunction with listener to "think about destrucchapter from his new novel- cation that Estelle herself was various electronic tireatments tion".
the fourth in the "Darby" beautiful, soft, and liquid. Char- and developing rhythmic pattseries- When On Love Intent. acteristics of an order that to erns which repeat throughout
The bitter sentiments directThe chapter, entitled "Her Estelle defined goodness."
ed towards America, and parthe album.
Hair", focuses on the day in the
The "witch" also valued her
The many different voices ticularly towards President Realife of a smalI:-town prostitute, hair, but for different reasons. found on Zoolook are used in gan's nuclear-nightmare
Estelle, who has two distinct She saw its usefullnes in her a tightly-edited pastiche
pattern defense policies, become the
personalities. Her "Estelle" self business. "From a· busienss and
add to the already exotic cutting edge of Time . Zone's
is her soft, interior, more emo- standpoint, her hair's gleamings production effects used on the bristling reprisals. Lydon's high· tional self; her "witch" self- meant nothing. Men saw color
album. Many of the voices and pitched screeches and catera nickname she received from in great big panels to nail up; vocal phrasing are altered
into wauls counterpoint Bambaataa's
the locals-is her hard, realistic, men saw black and they would rhythmic patterns, creating
a assertive tone while giving a
malevolent side. Though she_ think, whore ... "
basis for over half the songs, disturbing glimpse of the desis not schizophrenic, she does
Though Hebert considers all quite danceable. A far cry parate insanity that lies just
play these two roles further than himself to be optimistic, he from Jarre earlier efforts.
beyond the fringe of our
·
most. What she wants, is to admits he has a somber side that
This is not to say that Jarre's present-day society. Roaring
blend these two personalities comes out through his writing.
album should be viewed as a through the midst of this invec-
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HEBERT--- - - -

as .

and.wilf

tive, Laswell's bass and the
percussion of Aiyb Dieng create
an impossibly monsterous
rhythm track, battering its way
through a vast and seemingly
ever expanding mix. Apocalyptic synthesizer accompanyment
is provided courtesy of Bernie
Worrell while Micky Skopelitis
provides a guitar riff that shreds
everything it touches. World
Destruction is not simply another complaint about the ills of
the world. It is an attempt to
do something about them, and
while it compells the mind, it
attacks the feet with equal
ferocity and is one of the most
devastatingly delectable pieces
of <lance-floor fodder in years.
Bambaataa's imploring chants,
the insistent rhythms and superb production-who could help
but dance in the face of death?
If Time Zone's subsequent
album matches up to the primal
savagery and biting social sen-sibilities..expressed in Wor..ld-Destruction, the LP would be
a strong contender for "Beast
of the Year," although from
Lydon and Bambaataa's statement, we would be better off
trying to ensure that those years
will be ahead.

-By Jon Ekstrom

WUNH's
'top ten
Albums:
1. The Replacements-Let

It Be
2. Bronski Beat-Age of
Consent
3. Nails-Mood Swing
4. Cocteau Twins-Treasure
5. Eurhythmics-1984
Soundtrack
6~HULA-Murmur
7.Throbbing Lobster
Comp.-Let's Breed
8. Velvet UndergroundUV
9. David Johanson-Sweet

Revenge
10. Android Sisters-Songs
-of Electronic Despair
Singles:
1. Killing Joke-"Love Like
Blood"
2. Yello-"Vicious Games"
3. Attrition-"Voices of
God"
4. Moev-"ALIBIS"
5. Blue in Heaven-'Julie
Cries"
6. Play Dead-"Conspiracy"
7. Husker Du-"Celebrated
Summer/New Day Rising"
8. Squirrels from Hell-"I
Can't Stay"
9. Green-"! Don't Wanna
Say No"
10. Stepford Husbands"Why Aren't You There?"
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-POLIC E<continued from page 3)
authority. We wouldn't be taking power away from any other
groups."
Beaudoin said patrolmen in
the department used to have this
training, but as the volume of
officers increased in the state,
the academy would only accept
those officers who were fulltime. A part-time patrolman
usually works a maximum of
eight hours per week.
"Our people work a minimum
of 40 hours a week," said Beaudoin. "This could hardly be
called part-time."
"I have always felt that it
takes a very unique person to
function in this community,"
Beaudoin said. "I am not talking

about Durham, but of UNH. It
is a ·thrill· and- treat to · meet· and
work with students when I have
.the chance."

--FLU-<conrinued from page· 3)

is open part-time for students
with the common cold. A nurse
is on duty (O answer que_~tions.
Individual cold packs, including
salts to gargle with, cold syrup
and aspirin, are availble to
students.
- The walk-iri clinic is -available
for students with a severe cold
or a more serious ailment. A
.student.can make .an appoint- ment to see a physician and a
nurse is on call 24 hours .a day,
seven days a week.

--SEX --<cominued from pag~ 3)
to take advantage of the escort
system.
"We'll provide an escort for
anyone on campus. It consistently has been and wilLcontinue
to be our policy," he said.
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"COLLEGE VACATION EXPERTS"
Serving Bermuda from
N.Y., Boston, and Washington, D.C.

501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 355-4705
brochure
_(800) 223-0694 for reservations

for

(outside N Y state)

RUG RIOT!
Huge (avings on hundreds of better quality
broadloom remnants.

s79

none priced higher

BUYS ANY RUG
IN THE STORE
9'x12' to 12'x18'

...

@:.°'-m
. CARPET

1981 Woodbury Ave.
Consumer's Plaza Portsmouth
beside D'Angelo's

431-6355
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44 South Main St.
Concord, N.:H. 03301

Clip and Save

~

Capitol The8tre .

Telephone: 228-0426

Superfllm Celebration (3)
Continuous Double Features For $2.00
$2.00 Admission All Times. Midnight Movies Separate Admission
Senior Citizens and Children· under 12 $1.00 all times.
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-KIDDER<cominued from page 2)
Delta Chi, a new fraternity
coming to the UNH campus,
is currently making plans on
finding a home on campus.
Kidder said there is no definitive
plan as to where Delta Chi will
settle and how they will establish their fraternity.
Kidder oversees and shares
concerns of both fraternities and
sororities. He meets with both
the Greek executive council and
the fraternity and sorority advisors periodically. Such issues
include the development of the
Greek resource center, which
would pertain to various aspects
of Greek life.
There is also a concern for

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD
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EMERGENCY SUPPLY IN
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through the maintaining of high
academic standards in the Greek
system. Kidder said that there
has been an awards system
developed where certain persons receive recognition academically through the Greek
system.
Kidder is also trying to make
sure the transaction of new
members of the Greek system
is run smoothly. For example,
sometimes there is room for
new members to move into a
fraternity/ sorority from Residential Life housing. Thus, in
such a case, a student can be
exempted from the room contract that they were assigned
when they moved on campus.

F!RR3CTl
·

/JON'T

OIANGE

By BERKE BREATHED
f{(JW HAS
· OUR SOC/€1Y
COM€.70
1HIS ?./
0
0

B.C.
CbYOlJ ~
5LJRVEI LLANC6- ?

the Greek 5chohtr:ship p1ogr,uu

By GARY TRUDEAU

By JOHNNY HART

-LOUNGE<conrinued from page 1) ,
said, "I have no idea what's
going on in that particular
project." The project managers
are part of facilities planning.
Charles Roy, University architect who did know what was
going on said, "a portion of the
furniture has been selected."
"Part of the project has
already been executed," said
Roy, "we put new stair treads
on the stairs."
Roy said there was no definite
time of completion for the
lounge. "Nothing's ever definite
in t-he construction business,"
he said .

•••••••••••••••••••••
INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYMENT

Of~e,
WHA1 DIDYOU
HAve. rN Ml~D?

offers a variety of services to
help with your job hunt or
career change
We

- career counseling

provide: -job listings

•

:••

.. ,.•.

••
:

-----------a resume service

Individnal Employment Services

22 Cqestnuc St.
office #2

Dover
call 742-5616

•••••••••••••••••••••

HIGHWAY 61.5 REVISITED

.BY RJAY ILG & JEFF JAMES

Students

when you need resumes

Thrnk
Campus Copy
Resume Special
20 secs
$7.00
Choice of Paper
Quality copies
Typing and typesetting
services available

for your.nience

Campus Copy
47 Main St., Durham
868-2/450
located across from
._____C__'o___mmunity Market
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-------------DROP DATE-~----------<continued from page 1)

president said, "As far as the
Thomas said these findings
supplies are concerned, they' re could also be a result of stricter
mostly lab supplies and that's new General Education Rewhat Lab Fees are supposed to quirements for this year's freshbe for. Furthermore, more sec- men.
tions should be added to popular
"We would really like to take
classes to allow everyone inter- the time to evaluate the effect
ested in taking these classes to of the new deadline over this
be able to take them." "And," semester and the next academic
he added, "if students are going year," she said. "However, it's
to take a fifth class as an good that students challenge
insurance and then drop one, , University policies that they
they can still do it with the three don't like. They should." She
week deadline."
also said she has no personal
Before the drop deadline was objection to the extension of
changed, petitions to drop a the deadline.
course were reviewed by the
Lachance, however, disagrees
individual college or Dean's with the report's conclusions.
Office; said Robin Lans, chair"The problems with grade
person of the academic Affairs point averages ... that were seen
Council of the Student Senate. last sememster were due to
Now petitions are reviewed by students being locked into
the Registrars' Office and fewer classes they otherwise would
people are allowed to drop a have dropped had they had the
course.
time," he said.
"The number of dropped
"There's a lot of student
classes has decreased," said Lans, support for an extension of the
"but this does not reflect better deadline," Lachance said. "And
academics, only that there is less many faculty members support
time to make an accurate eva- an extension as well because
luation of classes, so many they find the three week deadstudents just take a class they line too short and they hate to
later find they don't really want see students flunk classes when
or they can't handle and they they shouldn't have to."
get F's."
Joseph Murdoch, a professor
"The drop deadline should of Engineering and a member
be whenever you can get an of both the University Senate
evaluation of your progress in and the Academic Standards
a class-students want that Committee, is one of the faculty
chance to evaluate their classes," members who favors an exteriLans said.
sion of the deadline.
The Academic Standards Com"I felt the seven week dropmittee of the Academic Senate, deadline was excessive," he said.
after reviewing a report pre"Too much fooling around
pared for them by the Regis- with that one and students
trar's Office concerning peti- shouldn't be shopping for
tions to drop courses over the classes. The current drop date,
last semester, voted four to three however, comes too quickly for
with one abstention to leave the a decision to be made. The third
drop deadline as it is, said Doug Friday in the semester really
Lachance, chairperson of the only allows students two and
committee.
a half weeks," Murdoch said.
The report found that 67 •
"I like to give students a first
percent more freshm~n were test to allow them to evaluate
suspended or excluded because my classes and their progress
of grades than in Fall 1983, (263 in them and the deadline to drop
this fall compared to 157 last courses comes too soon, at least
fall), he said. It was concluded, it is in Engineering where the
however, that these findings pre-requisites are more of a
were not great enough ~to war- problem than in other colleges,"
rant extending the date for he said.

had doubts about a class to try
it out. Now, I don't feel I can
do that. Instead, I find I must
advise them that if they' re not
sure if they can handle a class
not to take it," Murdoch said.
"I wouldn't support an extension of the deadline to its former
seventh Friday date, but I do
favor an extension to the fourth
or fifth Friday of a semester."
he said.

Are You Good Enough
To Join The Best _-.
In The Nuclear Field?
The Navy operates the mrn~t advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in
America. The people who maintain and 9perate those
reactors have to be the best That's why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world

§

§

!

0° au dav. ~11m

College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over $1000 a
month while still in school. .

!
!

Get More
f The -White
For Less
Of The Green

.__-..:~'.. ·~~-.
.. ··-.:'·

After graduation, as a Navy officer,
\\~· :• .,; ·6
· · · .. , ' ·f
yo1:1 ~ceive a ~ear of graduate-level
,~ ~ ,~,_.
·;~;····< ,... -~ ."·
trammg unavailable anywhere else at
t ! · ·. ·-;,.:.. "' ~\"'
,. ✓
any price. You b~come a hi~hly ~rained ' _;.~~> . ~~ ·: · ~
member of an elite group with vital re---=:: ~.:. .· ~ ~. •.
'-~~
sponsibilities and growing career potential. ~"""= -,-~·--- - ...,
_
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~

·>'.::;

··\ -~ .

.

t,: ·
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To qualify, you must be U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of age,
working toward or having earned a bachelor's or master's ·degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculusbased physics with a "B" average or better.

Friday, non-holiday weeks. Not appli•
cable to specials and package plans.
Limit one ·per cus.tomer. Present at ticket window.
Good 1984-85-.

You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join the best in the nuclear
field, find out Call the Naval Management Programs Office f9r full information.
Campus Visit on 26 FEB.
Navy Recruiting Boston
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210
Tele: (617) 223-0222

NH
for a free color brochure write:
Gunstock. P.O. Box 336. Laconia. N.H. 03247. (603) 293-4341.
Take eJUt 20 off 1-93 to Rt. 11.A. Gilford. N.H.

.;~
,·h:

t

~:!':!!: $5

A resolution to try to get the
current deadline for dropping
classes extended to the fifth or
sixth Friday of .a semester will
be voted on at the Feb. 11
meeting of the Student Senate,
said John Davis.
The passage of this resolution
will be used to reinforce the ;
Student Senate's motion for this
extension of the deadline when
it is presented to the Academic
Senate, probably at its March

·

~
=
1
l t

meeting, he said.
- "The extension of the deadline for dropping classes is a
high priority for the Student
Senate this year," Daivs said
"because the current deadlin~
presents an incredible number
of problems to students and
there are no outstanding reasons
why it can't be pushed back. ..lt's
a student's right to drop or add
classes-the student is the one
paying for his/her educatio_n."

•·

t

~.~~~~~~J
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Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast_
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Tweeter Is Pleased To Announce

What Is Clearly The Biggest
Sale In Its 13 Year History.
It's time once again for Tweeter's famous Anniversary Sale. Our biggest sale of the year: The
biggest sale in our history. Your chance to save 10 to 40% on New England's best selection
of top-quality stereo and video components. Don't be distracted by the other sales-they
don't feature all the top brand names you see listed' below. And best of all, we guarantee
you won't find the advertised products cheaper at a local, authorized dealer within 30 days
of our sale-or we'll refund the difference.
.

Guaranteed LoWest Prices!
Spoken

Compact
DiscPlayen

TVMoniton

car stereo

NEC 1901 high-resolution 19-inch color TV monitor.

Kenwood KAC-501 15-watt-per-channel amp.
$49t
Kenwood KGC-4300 15-watt-per-channel
amp with 7-band graphic equalizer.
$99
Kenwood KRC-2000 cassette receiver with
$159t
digital tuning, ANRC noise reduction.
Kenwood KRC-626 cassette receiver with

Front & rea'r input/output connections, built-in stereo
sound system, wireless remote.
$599
NEC 2501 high-resolution 25-inch color TV moni~,~~!~901 but with bigger picture. Our best-$~9t

Yamaha CD-X2 compact disc player. Reproduces
music digitally-super-fidelitY, no record wear. $399
Yamaha CD-2 compact disc player with wireless
remote control. Great machine.
$569

digital tuning, Dolby B&C noise reduction-slides

11

Boston Acoustics A40 compact two-way
$129
speakers.
Boston Acoustics A60 two-way bookshelf
$169
speakers.
Boston Acoustics A70 two-:,.,ay speakers.
$229 pr.
A Tweeter "best buy'.'
Boston Acoustics A 100 II two-way floor.
standing speakers.
$339
Yamaha NS-1 OT two-way bookshelf speakers.
$159 pr.
Kenwood LSK-400 three-way speakers.
· ·
$149 pr.
Bose 301 direct-reflecting bookshelf speakers.
$299pr.
Bose 601 direct-reflecting floor-standing_ speakers.
.
$699pr.
Bose 901 direct-reflecting speakers with equalizer-"the original'.
$999 pr.
ADS 470V two-way bookshelf speakers, walnutvinyl cabinet.
$269 pr.

out of dash when not in use .
$259t
Alpine 7162 cassette receiver with digital pushbutton tuner, auto-seek, auto-reverse.
$229
Alpine 7263 cassette receiver with digital tuner,
auto-reverse, 16-watt-per-channel amp.
$269
Alpine 7165 cassette receiver with advanced
digital tuner, Dolby B&C NR, digital clock.
$339
Alpine 8100 car security system-complete with
$369
installation.
Kenwood KRC-112 mini-size cassette receiver
with auto reverse, ANRC noise reduction.
$89t

Separatcs"

Proton 450/550 high-performance amplifier /
tuner combination .
$499
Yamaha C40/M40 preamp/ power amp combination. Very nice design. 120 watts per channel. $695

Home Systems
Kenwood System: KRA-30 AM/FM stereo
receiver, KD-12 semi-automatic turntable, LSK-400
three-way speakers, audio cabinet with glass door,
$449
casters.

Proton 600M/T high-resolution 19-inch component color TV monitor with matching tuner. The best
of the monitors.
$995

Video Recorders
Kenwood KRC-7100 cassette receiver with digit
tal push-button tuning, Dolby NR, auto reverse$

219

Kenwood KRC-B000 cassette receiver with
$249t
Dolby BS..C NR, digital tuner, scan, seek.
Kenwood KRC-929 cassette-tuner combina-

~~e~70W r:,o-way bookshelf speakers$~9.u~r.
Snell Speakers: Favorites among our sales people. Choice of oak or walnut fin ish. Type J $549 pr.
Type E $799 j)r.

Turntables
Kenwood KD-12 semi-automatic turntable with
low-mass tonearm and cartridge.
$79
Yamaha P-2!ZO semi-automatic turntable with

optimum resonance tonearm.
$99
Dcnon DP-15 semi-automatic turntable with
servo-tracer tonearm .
$149

tion with Dolby B&C NR, dbx, computer-controlled

NEC VCl'f-40 beta-style video recorder with fourKenwood Spec 32 System: KA-32 amp,
KT-42 tuner, KD-12 semi-automatic turntable, KX-32
cassette deck, floor-standing speakers, cabinet with
glass doors.
$599
Bang & Olufsen HOO System: sleek console

.

head recording system, wireless remote, many other
features.
$499
NEC ·VN-831 VHS-style video recorder with 4-head
recording system, wireless remote control.
$4.99

Maxell T-120 VHS videotapes-packa!,le of 6.
_
$34.95

ital tuning, Dolby B&C NR, remote control azimuth

houses push-button FM receiver, automatic turntable
and rassette deck; separate two-way speakers.

correction.
·
$699
Yamaha TCS-400 4-inch dual cone speakers.
$39pr.
Yamaha YCS-600 6-1 /2-inch coaxial speakers.
_
$79 pr.

$795

I · ,/&'7~•--•f"'
.

'"""4Wit.0]
.
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Fisher FVH- 720 VHS-style video recorder with
8-hour record t ime, wireless riemote control. $399
NEC VCM-20 Beta-style video recorder with timer
and remote control.
'
$399
Kenwood KV-905 4-head VHS-style video

Bang & Olufsen RX "one-touch, no-knobs
design" fully-automatic turntable.
$179
Bang & Olufsen 5000 fully-automatic turntable .
From B&O's top-of-the-line system.
$249
Bang & Olufsen TX tangentially-tracking computer controlled turntable.
$299

Bang & Olufsen 2000 System: stereo
receiver, cassette deck with Dolby TM NR, S-45 twoway speakers, automatic turntable with cartridge.

recorder with 14-day programmabilitY, stereo sound
with Dolby NR.
$699

$1,195

Portable Stereo

Receivers
Kenwood KR-Alo AM/ FM stereo receiver with
digital quartz tuner, 30 watts per channel.
$179
Kenwood KR-A50 AM/FM stereo receiversimilar to A30 but with 45 watts per channel. $209
Dcnon DRA-350 "champagne" finish stereo

NEC VCN-895 full-featured video recorder with
''VHS Hi Fi" super stereo sound system. "Best VHS
machine on market'.'
$1,095

receiver with variable loudness, 33 watts per channel.

$259
Dcnon DRA-550 "champagne" finish stereo
receiver with tape-to-tape dubbing, 55 watts per
•
$339
channel.
Yamaha R-50 AM/FM stereo receiver with pushbutton auto-search tuning, 35 watts per channel~
$299
Yamaha R-70 AM/FM stereo receiver with digital
push-button tuning, Yamaha spatial expansion circuit,
45 watts per channel~
$399

ca~r AM/ FM stereo receiver with state-of-the-

art digital tuner, awesome 130-watt-per-channel
power amp.
$699

Cassette Decks
;

$379t
transport.
Kenwood KAC-801 SO-watt-per-channel amp.
$139t
All Pioneer Car Speakers 20% Off
Nakamichi TD-500 cassette receiver with
motorized loading transport, digital tuner.
$569
Nakamichi TD-800 cassette receiver with dig-

Kenwood KX-32 cassette deck with Dolby NR,
soft touch controls.
$129
Aiwa ADF-250 cassette deck with Dolby B&C
NR, soft-touch controls.
$145
Nakamlchl BX-300 3-head cassette deck with
Dolby B&C NR, diffused resonance transport. $599

Aiwa CS-210 slim-line AM/ FM stereo cassette portable with built-in microphone.
$89
Aiwa CS-250 AM/ FM stereo cassette portable
with two-way speakers, short-wave.
$119
Aiwa CS-R10 slim-line AM/FM stereo cassette portable with two-way speakers, auto-reverse.
$149
Aiwa CA-30 component-style AM/FM stereo cassette portable with equalizer, Dolby NR.
$199

'0.015% distortion
t factory reconditioned units. Full manufacturer's
warranties apply. All sales final.

Some Quantities Limited

Misc.Audio
Maxell UDXL-11 C-90 cassettes-case of 10.
$19.99
Maxel MX C-90 metal formula cassettes. $4. 99
All Audio,P.hile Records
(not CD's) 20% Off
Kenwood SRC-32 audio cabinet with glass
door, casters.
$59
Yamaha GE-5 10-band graphic equalizer w ith
Yamal1a's "spatial expansion .. circuit built-in.
$149
Carver TX-111 "tuner turbo charge, .. greatly
$199
enhances FM performance.

Carver C-9 .. sonic hologram" add-on device .
Add Carver's uncanny sonic hologram circuit to
any system.
$199
Dcnon DL-110 high -output moving coil cartri
Nakamlchl BX-1 professional quality cassette
deck with Dolby NR.
$249
Nakamlchl BX-150 cassette deck with bolby
B&C noise reduction, soft-touch controls.
$369
Nakamlchl LX-3 cassette deck with diffused resonance transport, Dolby B&C NR.
$499

Yamaha YCS-690 6x9-inch coaxial speakers.
$109 pr.
·Boston Acoustics 704 4-inch dual-cone
·speakers.
$39 pr.
Boston Acoustics CS700 two -way flushmount speakers.
$139 pr.
ADS 200cc mini two-way speakers for home
or car.
$229 pr.
ADS 300cc mini two-way speakers for home
or car.
$299 pr.
All Alpine Car Speakers 20% Off

69

Proton 320 FM clock radio with dual alarms
Nice design.
$89
Proton 300 FM stereo table radio with advanced
"Scholz .. tuner, two biamplified speakers ( one
built-in)

$395

520 Amherst St., Rt. 101-A, Nashua, NH 880-7300
The Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester, NH 627-4600
The Fox Run Mall, Newington, t-lH 431-9700
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Apartments for Rent
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Great ·second floor newly renovated apartment available immediately in Central
Dover. Access to both Kari-Van routes,
off street parking, new appliances.
$475/month heat, included. 2 bedrooms ;
plenty of room for 3 persons. Call Lori or
Joan Mon-Thurs. 7 42-5429. Keep trying!
Dover Apt. Two SINGLE rooms. $110 per
person per month not including elec. Full
Kitchen . Call evenings 742-7472 . Chris,
Jon, or Marc.
Roommate needed to share room at
Webster House. R-2, $700 for semester
& elec. Go see Dan Joyce, Mike Duval, most
anytime. Male, no smoking . Great place
to live!'
Durham Hental-Spring Semester, rooms
still open at 71 Madbury Road . Heat
provided only a walk away from campus
or town 742-1009 evenings.

I
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NEED MONEY?-Snow shovelers needed
everytime it snows! $4.00/hr. Receive 75%
of pay within 24 hours. Call the Grounds
shop for more information, 862-1691.

TYPING $1.00 per page. Bold, PICA, Elite,
superscript, subscript, APA & turabian. bibs,
graphs, plus much, much more at an
incredibly low student rate . Call Bert 7 492928 eves.
TASk is sponsoring a three-part minfcourse. "Increase Your Reading Speed."
Part I-Principles of Efficient Reading. Part
II-Techniques for Increasing Reading
Speed. Part Ill-Selective Reading Techniques: Surveying, Skimming, Scanning.
Tues., Feb. 5, 12 & 19. Call 862-3698 for
more information.
INCOME TAX-Professional preparation
services. Fee $5 (and up) for more information. Call 862-3478 or stop by rm . 323
Babcock.

,C LASS IFIED
For Sale: '72 Saab w_ith '78 engine, runs
well must sell, 868-2423. Ask for Chris.
BEST OFFER-Double bed mattress and
box springs. Not new but in good condition .
Also couch and matching club chair. Green
plaid. Good condition, asking $100. 3351498.
SNOW TIRES FOR SALE, F78-14, WW,
recaps, ply, driven about 2,000 miles,
available with our without wheels. Call Bob
at 862-1184.
PEVEY Standard 400 watt guitar amp with
4 x 12" speaker cabinet used one year,
$350.

1974 Buick Lesabre. 350 V8 , runs well,
needs some body work and tires. $300 or
B.O. 868-5823 or 431-0109.
1975 OPEL SPORT WAGON, OHC/FI, front
disc brakes. runs well, needs some minor
work. $300 or 8.0. 868-5823 or 431-0109
evenings.
'76 Toyota Celica. Lists for $2,300 asking
$1,200 or best offer. Call 868-2947.
197 4 CAPRICE CLASSIC CUSTOM
COUPE. EXCELLENT CONDITION . WHITE
WITH HIS/HERS SUNROOF, GREAT FOR
THE BEACH-AM/FM TAPE DECK STEREO, EQUILIZER, AMP, CUSTOM SPEAKERS ($300 STEREO), RADIALS ALL
AROUND, EXCELLENT RUBBER, SKIRTS
ALL AROUND, TURBO EXHAUST, ALL
POWER, A/C, 350 ENGINE, 2 BBL, RUNS
LIKE A TOP-TERRIFIC FOR ROADTRIPS
AND COLLEGE MOVING. HAVE ALL
RECORDS AND RECEIPTS-SEE IT AT
32 YOUNG DRIVE OR CALL JERRY 8685906.

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS IN BUSINESS,
resorts, camps, restaurants. and recreation
& parks department , available at the
SUMMER JOB FAIR on Wednesday, February 27 in the MUB Granite State Room,
9:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Help Wanted: Need extra money? Sell Avon
in your dorm and to friends . Call Sandy .
at 742-7941.

_Pen_~·----,~
Happy Birthday Neil (Gringo)!

~1 0-$360 Weekly/ Up Mailing Circulars!
No bosses/ quotas' Sincerely interested
rush self-addressed envelope: Dept, AN7, POD91 0CEW, Woodstock, IL 60098.

Diane H. (VT) Stanton 108: Happy Birthday.
Hope this day is special for ya! Don't be
a stranger. Love HAM (MOO)

Winnie- Thought I would send you a
personal to remind you that this weekend
is "Birthday Weekend" and you better be
prepared to do some serious drinking.Divot.
Sue, is is true you're the sexiest woman
of White Mt.? At lease I know you're the
only dead one. Have a great Valentinesdo something ------for me, will ya? From
your favorite frycook. Lovebreath
Laura and Jon, I decided to write a personal
to both of you! I couldn't decide who abused
who more! I think you should have a contest
to see who can give the best insult! By the
way Jon. the offer to pay you $50 to go
skiing with Laura is off. You should have
jumped at the chance! KJ
Zena-Have a great weekend with Tad! So
when do I get to meet this dude? I've taken
the liberty to invite Laura over for dinner
on Saturd~y night. Aren't I sweet? Kathy
Laura, we have to do something really fun
on Saturday so that we 'll have something
to talk to Zena about . Maybe we should
have a cocktail party and invite the 1985
Playgirl Calendar men. Or better yet, we
can invite this certain guy I know from
Roxbury, but if I invite him. you ' re not
invited!!! Just kidding. Kathy

Kathy, Sorry about b-tching about the rose
prices but I still think they were a rip-off.
You are worth all that money and more but
I think the Flower shop is making a killing.
I will buy you more roses when the price
comes down . Also I will try to be a little
more romantic. Budsle Jon ..
Kenny, good talk the other night. too bad
we stayed up until 4 but we have to do those
things . We have to take stock in Durham
House (small pepperoni and onion rings).
Have fun tonight (with the schmen) and
tomorrow with the lady! My bologna has
a first name ,etc. jon
Dave R. Thanks for the ride to the store.
Ken said he would buy you a meal also.
Zena-Let's get together sometime soon
and talk about next year!! Karla and Susan.
Betsy-How could we leave you out of the
personals? I hope you recovered from
yesterday . What are your plans for this
weekend? We all have to go out sometime.
Kathy
Hey Blank-head.:.....I did this because I
WANTED to (once my memory returned) ,
and I'm doing what I'm doing because I
love you. Guess who?

Two Subarus by private owner: Both
dependable, economical: 1979½ Subaru
station wagon , exceptional condition ; 5speed, 38 mpg. Roof rack, no rust, excellent
radials, asking $2,750. Also 1979 2-door
sedan. excellent condition throughout. 4speed, no rust. beautiful new paint job.
Asking $2,450, 868-5122.

Weebee #1: Realize how different we are,
just as we ,realized how alike that we
are ... don't ya know? We'll try and make
your last month dyno. I only wish there were
more hours in everyday. I do care very
much. Love #2

1 /5 K diamond, $175 or best offer; 14k
white gold ring, $45 or best offer; 14k 16"
herring bone serpentine necklace, $18 or
best offer; 135 Star D telephoto lens, canon
mount. $50 or best offer. Alan or Viki 7 480838.

Annabanana and Brussels. I can't thank
you guys enough for Saturday night. For
dragging my broken body out of the
bathroom and trying to kill me with alkaSeltzer' Seriously, I'm wicked lucky to have
you guys! Love, M-Baloney

1984 Renault alliance . Perfect cond. 4speed cruise, charcoal gray , JVC digital
cassette, 4 speakers. Must sell, now have
company car. $6,400 or best offer. Call
Lee evenings 868-6163.

Hey Buffy and Suzanne-two of the most
attractive girls at Philbrook' Suzannehow about a grey hairnet? Did you chicks
have fun Saturday afternnon? Buffy-Sorry
I wasn't up for the chicken sandwich. Tom
and Andrew-Glad you guys came along.
MB

Gibson SG Custom Electric Guitar with
hardshell case. new FRETTS, leather strap,
all gold hardware . $450 with case. c;1lso
Epiphon bass guitar. $200.

JOBS, JOBS, JOBS! c ·ome to the SUMMER
JOB FAIR, Wednesday, Februarty 27, 9:30
to 4:00 p.m .. in the MUS-Granite State
room.

Learn Bartending: Professional training.
Certificate awarded . Evening classes .
Prepare for a good paying summer job.
Easy and fun. On Kar~-Van route in
Newmarket. Call for free brochure. Master
Bartender School tel. 659-3718.

Cindy-Getting psyched for next weekend.
Brunch and champagne , fashion shows,
and lots of fun!II Sounds like a party to me.
You forgot to call me and tell me about your
day. Kathy
1977 Blue Plymouth Arrow AC/ 4-sp 50,000
miles AM/ FM converter. all new tires .
$2,200 or best offer. Call Karla 742-9622.

1

Michelle-Welcome to Hubbard , Sunnyside' Karen

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY.
THE BIKING EXPEDITION seeks men and
· women to lead summer teenage bicycling
trips in Canada and the U.S.A. A presentation of The Biking Expedition's travel
program with a discussion on the leadership position will be presented at the UNH
Job Fair on February 27, 1985. On campus
interview sessions with Thomas J. Heavey
will be held on Thursday, March 7 starting
at 9:00 a.m. For signup and further information contact Sharon Fitzgerald, Career
Planning and Placement. Huddleston Hall.
862-2010.
AMY D . AMY D. AMY D. AMY D. AMY D.
HI! Now everybody know you.
Diane, Happy 20th! We'll have to celebrate
this long awaited occassion. And I promose
not to pull you into any walls. Love, Patty
Thank you Doctor Twombly . I can see
again. Karen
Lamda Chi Alpha-Winter Carnival was
fun . We had great beach weather. Thanks
SAE Little Sisters.
Yo Di. .. or should I say Yo Yampa? You're
an awesome chick and stay that way ..Let's
make this weekend even better than last!
Love ya, MB
B.J. You are cordially invited to attend the
Bi-Annual F.B.A. social. This function will
be held on Thursday Feb 21. Your hosts
sre two charming , witty, good lookingokay just charming and witty people .
Enlightening conversat ion and a special
talk given by an a.nonymous question " I
was a teenage prostitute." Bring a customer
or twleve. R.S.V.P.
WINT.E:R BLUES? Think SUMMER!!
SUMMER JOB FAIR, MUS-Granite State
Room, Wednesday, February 27 , 9:30 to
4:00 p.m.
S.A.E . Little Sisters Pledges-You're all
doing great. Get psyched, it's almost over.
Karen , Amy, Doleg , Jae. Jerry & Lauren.
You throw great parties! This weekend was
fun. let's do it again soon!
Hi Tad-I'm so glad that you came to visit
me th is weekend . Did I embarass you with
the Valantine Card?? Love, Hilary.
Gus-Let 's show Phi Mu how to have a
good time Saturday night. Hope you're in
a better mood by then . Oh yeah- how
about cleaning the room again.
Beth- Happy Birthday Beth! Are you going
to drink with me?
GIN!!! Happy Holidays- be careful/
remember your conscience! The bet is still
on . Luv,Seg
Smurf-Don't be a Fred, where's the beer
money?? Fred-we searched the house- ,
where are the shorts??
Attention : Want to spend a mere $10 for
Spring Break '85 which includes airfare,
8 days 7 nights lodging at Maine's finest
motel and breakfast in bed served by Gerrie
"The Magnate." Then contact "The Magnate " himself-we accept plasticH
Come see what it's like to be the first to
hear that "WWII is over!" Join the Hotel
Students as they toast to the Victory of '45
on March 1st and 2nd. Gourmet dinner
tickets go on sa le. February 21st at the
MUB Ticket office.

Mary, Thanks for the flower. What a great
suprise. Happy the day after Valentines.
Bill
Pilch- Here's my end of the "Package
deal". Thanx for hie visit- it's not my fault
that your'e so tall. .. I'II be by- if you come
pick me up in the Beamer.
Miriam- Either you haven't been reading
the personal or you're being a blowbag
for not answering them . I challenge you
to do something about this blowbag status.
Rich, Mike, Jack and all the rest of the AKAK
Blood Crew- Thanks for all the help you
give this Graduate Vampire. I couldn't do
it without you! See you for cleanup crew.
Love. RAH
Martha, wher did Kathy disappear to? Hope
you have a good time at the Cocktail party.
I hnf)P 11o u'ro going to bo in a good pa r ty·

mood.
Beth- It's your birthday Sunday? Does
everone in Phi Mu know?
LISA S. Thanks for the couch. I really like
it.
NEED A JOB? CHECK OUT THE STUDENT JOB BOARD IN THE MUB. WE HAVE
JOBS RANGING FROM HOUSE CLEANING TO BABYSITTING TO OFFICE WORK
AN REST AU RANT JOBS. ALL OVER THE
SEACOAST AREA, INCLUDING DURHAM.
Gary, second semester has meant less
of you around! We miss you and promose
we'll be up for a visit! Love ya and Happy
Valentine's Day! Jen and Betsy
Sven, Thu, Baby Thu, Y. Sven, The Swedish
Stud, Redneck, Greg: Happy Valentine 's
Day! I love you and I know the airplanes
will continue to fly even higher this summer,
cuz we are AMAZING! Yours forever, Bets,
B, Li 'I B. Breasty, Pi, 314, Chimp and Betsy.
Campbell, Sweetie, Baby, Snookums, Since
it's Valentine's Day, what a better time to
tell you that you're my entire life, my reasons
for carrying on . Without you. my life would
have no meaning . With undying passion.
Jen a.k.a. FWA and "do you have ..."
IFAV HOU YIFIFYOU HAVE WORK STUDY
YOU CAN WORK AT THE MUB! COME SEE
THE STUDENT PERSONNEL COORDINATORS ROOM 322, MUS AND FILL OUT .
AN APPLICATION .
Happy 20th Birthday Kathy-Wathy! Love
your roomies
Careeer Night in Mathematics, open to aII ·
students. Tuesday evening, Feb. 19, 7 p.m.
Elliot Alumni Center.
.... and the little princess kissed the grouchy
prince and said, "I know you'll mal<e pets
teaching but let me always be your
favorite." Love your little porkchop, the
• fishies and the late, great Poseidon. (38
days to V and R;s and YOU and ME!)
Hey Rob " The Wad " Figler. What's up?
How's things? How come we didn't see
you anymore.
Karen V-Just thought I'd let you know that
I'm always thinking of you . Happy Valentine's Day. Love Matt
Theta Chi Little Sisters Rush ... Thursday,
Feb. 21 ..8:00-10 :00 p.m ... .33 Madbury
Road.
To the guy in the MUS Tuesday afternoon:
(I'm the one who spoke with you outside
Kingsbury, later that day.) Kicking trash
cans and throwing -stones is not the ansser.
That is what I learned from you, why should
anyone believe a temper tantrum will get
results? Destruction will not prevent
destruction, it never worked before . Do
you want to see people get into action?
The kind of change you want takes more
bravery than to riot. It takes a conscientious
change of lifestyle. I will stop the arms race
by ... P.S. Good show bomb people.
Overseas Jobs. Summer. yr round , Europe,
S. Amer, Austral ia, Asia . All fields. $900$2 ,000 mo. Sightseeing, free info . Write
IJC. PO Box 52-NH , Corona Del Mar, CA
92675.
WASH, D.C.-I need a place to stay during
March break. Will attend interviews on the
Capitol. Please call Eileen at 868-5332
qfter 6:30 p.m.

HEY YAMPAS ... it looks like our housewarming happy hour(s) was a huge success.
Let's do it again next Saturday, this time
with ten cases of those pretty green bottles.
Love you guys, MB

Willy: When the chips are down I'll be
around with my undying death defying love
for you. It feels like fire and I'm so in love
with you. C.L.W. P.S. I'll scratch your chin
anytime!'!

JOBS WON'T COME TO YOUI Go to the
jobs at the SUMMER JOB FAIR in the MUB
Granite Room , Wednesday, February 27,
9:30 to 4:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOBS , SUMMER JOBS ,
SUMMER JOBS? DATE : Wednesday ,
February 27. TIME: 9:30 to 4:00 p.m. PLACE:
MUS-Granite State Room.

Pumpkin- Here's your first per·sonal!
Doesn't that make you happy? And it's only
because I love you, Thank you for eleven
great months together. You make me very
happy. Just always remember that I love
you very much. Joey.
MAD MAX FANS-GET PSYCHED!! THIS
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE MUS PUB IS
DOUBLE FEATURE NIGHT WITH "MAD
MAX" AND "THE ROAD WARRIOR" SHOWTIMES: 7:30 & 9:30 PM YIPEE!
77 Blue Plymouth Arrow, AC/ 4-SD. 50,000
miles , AM/FM converter , All new tires,
$2,200 or best.
SATURDAY NIGHT COME DANCE YOUR
FEET OFF WITH SCOTT McKAY FROM
WERZ 107 FM RADIO! MUS PUB DOORS
OPEN AT 8PM! Yea!
0Iue t-'Iymouth Arrow, AC/ 4-SD, 50,000
miles. AM/FM converter. All new tires.
$2,200 or best.

TT

COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION meeting on Tues ., Feb. 19 at 12:30, rm . 213 in
P.C.A.C. Invited guest Carol Bense from
Field Experience will speak and nominations and elections will be held. New
Members always welcome!!
77 Blue Plymouth Arrow, AC/ 4-SD, 50,000
miles, AM/FM converter, All new tires ,
$2,200 or best.
We love you Kathy! Get psyched for your
birthday-it's going to be the best. Love ,
Gail and Marianne
Ms. Batchelder, Because the Lord is my
Shepherd, I have everything I need!.. He
gives my new strength. He helps me do
what honors him the most... His goodness
and unfailing kindness shall be with me
all my life. May these promises be yours.
Affectionately, NUrse Carol.
77 Blue Plymouth Arrow, AC/4-SD, 50,000
miles. AM/FM converter, All new tires,
$2,200 or best.
Hey Michelle: Get psyched for this weekend! Norwell, here we come . Phil won't
know what hit him! Don't worry, my parents
will love youll Your pal in 811 .
Services
REDIRECTION- A Christian ministry helping those in homosexual bondage to
freedom through Jesus Christ. Come to
one of our weekly. closed meetings. Please
write to Redirection c/o Faith Christian
Center P.O. Box 4544 Manchester, N.H.
03108.
77 Blue Plymouth Arrow, AC/ 4-SD, 50,000
miles. AM/FM converter, All new tir·es,
$2,200 or best.
-Ambitious writers and interviewers wanted
for 1985 Granite if you're interested come
to the meeting on February 19, Tuesday,
dat 7:00 in the MUS, room 125.
LOST: A silver ring MIii Rd/Main Street
Area. If found, please contact Julie-Gibbs
123 868-9787 or 2-1593 Reward will be
given.
SKIS FOR SALE! 1 pair Dynamic VX-10
skis with Marker M-30 bindings. 180 cm .
Never EVER been used. A steal at $150.
MUST SELL. Available to look at on
campus. Call Kathy at 7 42-17 47 or 8621485 Mon-Thurs.
77 Blue Plymouth Arrow, AC/ 4-SD, 50,000
miles, AM/FM converJer, All new tires,
$2,200 or best.
MAD MAX FANS-GET PSYCHED!! THIS;
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE MUB ·pus IS
DOUBLE FEATURE NIGHT WITH "MAD
MAX" AND "THE ROAD WARRIOR" SHOWTIMES: 7:30 & 9:30 PM YIPEE!
77 Blue Plymouth Arrow, AC/ 4-SD, 50,000
miles, AM/FM converter. All new tires,
$2,200 or best.
SATURDAY NIGHT COME DANCE YOUR
FEET OFF WITH SCOTT McKAY FROM
WERZ 107 FM RADIO! MUS PUB DOORS
OPEN AT 8PM! Yea!
LOST: A silver ring MIii Rd/Main Street
Area. If found, please contact Julie-Gibbs
123 868-9787 or 2-1593 Reward will be
given.
Ted Di- Just wanted to wish you a Happy
Belated Birthday . Sorry it's a week late!
I owe you a few birthday drinks to make
up for the dones you and Luke gave me
last semester! NES
Lianne- Belated Happy Valentin 'es Day
from a sister who love you . Mom made me
say it. See you for a ride home! RAH
Mary- Sorry about the budget meeting .
I heard you did a great job.
SUSAN - GRRRRRRR! Luv, Seg
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DAIRY BAR TAKE-OUT SERVICE

--------FAMINE-------gent action in the future to aide
these countries. "The hunger
doesn't stop just because you
send food or money," said
Fisher.
Ethiopia is only 1 of 24
African countries that is in
trouble. There are still 8 million
people threatened with starvation. An average of 100 people
<iie each day from malnutrition

NO NEED TO
FREEZE!!
Just phone_
your take-out
order and
pick it up
ten minutes later.
Group orders
welcomed.

(continued from page 5)
or from the diseases that result
from it.
Most of the people affected
are women and children.
This semester, UNH for the
Relief of World Famine is
looking for donations and more
importantly volunteers to help
inform people of the crisis and
organize large fund-raisers.
"We are going to try and hold

a concert a nd perhaps a road
race to raise money this time,"
Fisher said.
"These are things people on
campus can be involved in and
have fun with while still helping
to stop hunger," she said.
Anyone wishing to donate
'
time or money can contact:
Carin Fisher
32 Forest Park Apt. 3D
Durham, NH 886-5459

-------HAALAND------he said.
"My final point is that you
have to get involvect;· he said.
"Your involvement does make

MINUTE TAKE-OUT
SERVICE

(continued from page 4)
a difference which is why I
implore you to learn a little
about a lot, why I .implore you
to take care of your friends."

The Last Lecture series con-

.

,,

/.

:'i,f

~he Pf

UNH DAIRY BAR

TEL. 862-1006
SORRY, WE CANNOT ACCEPT PHONE
ORDERS MORE THAN 15 MINUTES
IN ADVANCE OF DESIRED PICK-UP TIME.

nimal

The Loose!

•

.:··· ·. 20th •
Clare ' ,

----

tinues on Monday, February 18
with Professor of Psychology
Danile Williams, in the Sawyer
lounge at 7 p.m.

-DRAFT(cominued from page 4)
Liberties Union. "This bill is
jus~ an attemp~ £._q fu_rt_her penalize these students by denying
state assistance along with
federal," she said.
"We don't deny financial aid
to students who break other
laws, it's not fair to single out
these students by picking and
choosing who can break laws,"
she said.

Spring Break for the Upperclasses.
Other vacation spots may be okay for
those Freshmen and Sophomoric types
that don't know any better, but by the time
you've made it to the higher classes, we
hope you've learned something.
By now, you should know that Bermuda
College Weeks are as much fun and as

carefree, but with a difference. There's a little
So this year make use of your educationmore atmosphere here. There are free buffet come to Bermuda, where you can carouse
lunches at our top hotels, our smashing
with class, get wild in style.
beach parties, our steel bands and calypso
See your Travel Agent for details.
bands, our complimentarf cruises and, of
course, our gorgeous pink beaches and '
beautiful weather.

Bermuda

Bermuda College Weeks,1985. March 2 to April 13.
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Today is the Last Day to donate blood!!

GOOD GRIEF!!!
It's "Romance
in the
D-o nor Room"
In the MUB
Durham Red Cross Valentine Blood Drive

•••,.
&•••&
.....
-

matching Your Skills
and Abilities
to maiors and careers

• Each year more than 250 million torn; of toxic waste are produced in the course
of industrial activity and manufacturinQ.
__
•
• Acid rain is seriously affecting aquatic and other ecosystems, threatening
human health, reducing crop yields ::ind causing billions of dollars in damage
to buildings, and other man-made structures.
·
• Nuclear testing poisons the environment, fuels the arms race and diverts
badly needed resources from the economy.
• Whales, seals, dolphins, wolves and other animals are being slaughtered.

/ GREENPEACE IS COliFBONTING
TB.SE ABUSES

,,.... .... ..
WORK WITH US l

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE .

Program soonsored bu
career Planning & Placement
service

American Heart
Association

:,xi.i:.GJ:i:.:.~df;~kk~,{ ..::½4~:tQ~b». {):«:·- ;:: Z•••~r•h-:=?t+.;:t=fr .-~~=•:u;;;.¢2:»i:-.":\.v :~{$(~Lt.Ku~~W»1·-~··

STRAFFORD RM. - MUB
MONDAY FEB.18/ -7-9pm
LOCAL CONTACT: Mathew Senior
(603 ) 436-2508

REGIONAL CONTACT: Marc Osten/Greenpeace
New England (617) 542~7052

.. ··=-··. •.·

COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Earn your Credits
abroad
England

Spain

Switzerland

Israel

Italy

Mexico

Ireland

Denmark

Canada

Germany

Egypt

France

Join the thousands of students who have earned college credits
studying abroad in CCIS programs.
· Affordable, quality programs with financial aid available.

'FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLI?i
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12-15 CREDITS

SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886~ 1931 X243

"The Visual Arts
and the Physical Sciences
in a~ Age of Uncertain ty"
A lecture series s ponsoi:.ed by the Dept. of the Arts and the Dean's Off ice,
Co~lege of Liberal Arts:
Opening lecture, Tuesday 19th Feb. 12 :40-2 :00 p.m. A-218 Paul Creative
Arts Center.

GYORGY KEPES
Artist, author, editor. Director for
the Visual Arts programs. M.I.T.

"Structure in Art and Science"

. ,-,·:1 ' ', · .
~
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Schu ler and More au major factors_in succ ess

merged to form the Seacoast
The University of New Stingrays. The two met and
Hampshire swim team has began a friendship that has seen
enjoyed a resurgence over the them become roommates and
past three seasons. Bob Schuler fraternity brothers.
and Steve Moreau, a pair of - "My mother is deathly afraid
Dover, NH natives, have been of the water," says Moreau_. "She
major factors ip the recent didn't want us to be afraid."
Moreau was good enough to
success.
. The pair holds or shares earn a swimming scholarship
seven team and individual swim- at Kent State University in
ming records. Swim coach Frank Ohio. He declined because he
Helies cannot say enough about preferred the atmosphere at
UNH.
the duo.
Schuler swam for recreation
"They are leaders by example
. and personality," says Helies. and exercise and actually came
"We are tryi·ng to build our to UNH to play baseball. Neithprogram with local kids." He er came from swimming famis hoping local swimmers will ihes. He played baseball for rwo
see the success that Schuler and years, but stopped to devote
Moreau have had and come to more time to his school work.
Moreau tt1.kes the training and
UNH.
Success breeds interest and competition seriously. Schuler
UNH has been very successful views his swimming as exercise
the past two seasons, posting arid fun.
"We're here more for the
, back-to-back winning records.
Six swimmers from last year's studies," said Schuler. Moreau
, squad finished in the top 15 in agreed, saying ."I came to school
. the New England Champion- for the education."
Schuler, a hotel administraion
ships.
Despite a lack of scholarships, major, will graduate next DeUNH has still been able to cember. He is spending an extra
recruit top-notch swimmers to semester at school because he
switched majors his junior year.
keep its program healthy.
"Schuler and Moreau are two After graduation, he plans to
of the vital cogs-- in UNH swim- enter the hotel industry. After
and Steve Moreau are two o
ming," acccording to Helies.
Uf NH, he_ wilbl kee~ swimming :Wildcat swimmers Bob Schuler(left)
.
,
or exercise, ut give up comThe two took very different
on the mens team.(Steve Langevrn photo)
paths to their swimming sue- · petitive swimming to concen· more time to themafter gra. cesses. Schuler began at the age trate on his career.
duation.
therapy
physical
a
Moreau,
of 12 in Ehambersburg, Penn.
Schuler and Moreau are both
· He continued to swim when he major, is set to graduate next
themselves at UNH.
enjoying
to
go
to
like
would
He
May.
moved to Dover in the ninth
graduate school and eventually Helies is very pleased with the
.
· grade.
Moreau started swimming in treat sports injuries, and pos- job they have done so far. Both
have placed in the top 10 in the
Dover at the age of nine and sibly coach swimming.
New Englands and both are
in
keeps
Moreau
Currently,
Blue
later swam for the Dover
Johnsen also w_o n la~pveek in
Fins. Schuler was with the East top physical condition by train- hoping to do well again this By Bob Arsenault
_ __ ing for triathalons during the year.
Coast_Aquatic Club. _
There's no doubt that the the 400m at Dartmouth.
·
"Last year at this time I was
In their early teens, the clubs off-season. He hopes to devote
Eastern Championship meet,
held at Colby College on Sat- sick and missed practice for a
urday, was the best meet of the full week. This year Coach
year for the UNH men's track Boulanger has been giving me
(continued from page 28)
team. Led by two first place good workouts and I've been
to the right person, but that's idence. The Lady Cats-are pres- 110%," said McCurdy. "Our finishers, the Wildcats took fifth running them strong," Johnsen
place out of twenty scoring said.
what happens when you start ently 1-2 against the Friars and destiny is in our own hands."
"The times at Colby were
The women's playoffs, sche- teams.
scoring goals. Everyone thinks hope to come out on top.
and
9
March
slow," he continued,
held
be
pretty
to
duled
the
said
for
day,"
best
must-win
our
a
was
"It's
"This
the
for
look
don't
you
goals,
number one seed in the · 10, can be held at UNH even Coach Boulanger. "We have because the corners were flat
person with the right angles."
"It was a 'good game to play playoffs," said McCurdy. "It if the men's team is awarded never been lower than fifth and tight. I was afraid of falling
would go a long way to insure home ice. "We' re still cheering place at this meet in its history. because I was leaning so much
before PC," said McCurdy.
that playoffs are here at UNH. for the men's team," said This year I had thought that we on the corners-there's a chance
Providence
on
UNH takes
could take eigth or ninth, but that your spikes can slip out
College this Saturday in Prov- We've got to be ready to go McCurdy.
the kids came ready to run and from under you. In the finals
performed very well. We've I got bumped on one of the
aged tremendously over this corners and my momentum
carried me out four feet into the
season," he added.
(continued from page 28)
Sophomore Ed McCabe was next lane."
The men were also helped in
the high scorer for UNH with
road now, and this week will tell a first place finish in the weight this meet by the fifth place
on two free throws by Denise to play.
UNH now stands at 9-12 and us how good we are. We're throw and a fourth place in the finishes of both Brian Gori an
Darling with 4: 5 7 to play to
healthy, practici_gg hard, and shotput. McCabe's heave of Tom Devries. Gori, competing
make it 53-49. After Harvard 2-1 in the Seaboard Conference.
conference
now we're really playing up to 52'10¼" in the weight was a in the 55m high hurdles, ran to
two
have
They
·
Beth
by
hoops
on
3-53
5
at
tied it
Chandler and Keffer, Crete and games remaining, including a our potential," adds DeMarco. personal best and his 49'5" a personal best of 7.91s and
Butterfield scored the next four tough home matchup against "Our conference situation is effort in the shot was one of his qualified for the New Englands.
good right now, and our destiny better efforts this year in that Devries, UNH's lone polevaulpoints to give UNH a comfor- Maine on Wednesday.
ter at the Easterns, cleared 13'
"We take our show on the is in our hands," said a confident event, too.
table four point lead with 2:08
•DeMarco.
Following McCabe in the for fifth place.
"At the New Englands next
weight was senior captain Bob
Connolly who took fourth place week, we'll be running at BU,"
in the weight with the best Johnsen said. "The banks on
of his four year career, that track are smooth and very
throw
(continued from page 27)
high and I hope to break 49s on
a 51' 4.75 effort.
Another senior, sprinter it. I'd like to make the final eight,
Bridge added 12 points each, and
the
Women's
·Men's
Koopman chipped in with 10 Andy Johnsen, was UNH's and I'd really like to make
other first place finisher as he faster heat of four," Johnsen
points.
Mike Szerlog 727 laps Wendy Chapman
won the 400m in a time of 50.78. concluded.
451 laps
· The Wildcats, now 2-10 in the
Christenso n
conference and in seventh place, Jessie Do~
resume their ECAC NAC sche(continued from page 27)
dule Saturday afternoon, here
Men's Team
in Durham, when they host the nors 'ran a 10:55.1 in the 3000m from Saturday, held at Boston
Sigma Beta 1096 laps.- Phi Mu 957 laps
cellar-dwelling , 0-11, Colgate for fourth, Aleshia Davis ran College. Top contenders for
Red Raiders in a 2 pm game. a season bes-t of 1: 30.1 in the UNH in that meet will be the
Kerry Fitzgerald
Dennis Prudhomm e
The Wildcats defeated Colgate 600m and Jeanne Marie Kerins 4x800m relay team, which was
,,.
in New York earlier this season, qualified for the New Englands the N.E. champ in 1982, Mibut Friel knows they won't be with a time of 2:44.2 in the 1000 chelle Cochran in the sprints
Robin Pabst
Steve Stewart
'
yard run. Lisa Klein also qual- and Wendy DeCroteau in the
pushovers.
weight all have good chances
ified in the lO00y in 2:45.5
of finishing in the top three in
teams
will
some
meet
next
given
women's
"They've
The
Munn
Gretchen
Jim Cobb
some tough games," he said.
be the New Englands, one week their respective events.

By Eric Nelson

"

McC abe, John sen
lead men' s track
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Wildca t skiers fourth at Dartm outh Carnival
By Marc Micciche
UVM, Dartmouth, and Mid- Alaska at Anchorage.
to see such strong Slalom re- Anchorage by two full minutes.
Winds gusting to 40 and 50 dlebury, UVM racers had the
The top UNH Nordic women suits."
Women's relayers Kelly Milmiles per hour and arctic temper- two fastest times and Dart- were Anne Beniot in seventh,
Wind delays pushed start · ligan, Anne Benoit and Mary
atures forced a one-_hour delay mouth claimed places 3 through Kelly Milligan eighth, and Carol times back so far after the first Haines "were leading until the
in the start of the Giant Slalom 5.
Warner thirteenth. Dartmouth runs that the women's Slalom anchor leg", according to Nordic
events of the Dartmouth Winter
Even though UNH had five and UVM women managed to was shorter than the men's.
coach Cory Schwartz. The wornCarnival at Waterville Valley, women in the top 20, they still keep ahead to hold onto the top
Contributing to the women's en finished fourth only seven
NH Friday.
wound up fifth in this event. two honors. ·
fourth place result were Sickels seconds behind Middlebury.
A summit temperatt~re of Nancy Gustafson took ninth
The conditions at Waterville with a strong sixth-place finish,
Two carnivals remain for·
zero degrees and a wind chill place, Cynthia Lewis fifteenth, Valley were a little more favorLew1s in eighteenth, and Karyn UNH skiers to qualify for
factor of 90 below threatened Kirsten Severeid sixteenth, and able for ski racing on Saturday. Reynolds in twentieth.
Nationals. This weekend they
cancellation of Friday's Alpine Jill Sickels eighteenth.
UNH gate skiers placed third
Sullivan, Hussey and Poulin travel to Brodie, MA for the
events.
Both men's and women's behind Dartmouth and UVM again proved their ability in the Williams Carnival. The followDue to the high winds, racers Nordic teams were third in the in a demanding Slalom.
cross country relay event taking ing week marks the close of the
faced a shorter course which individual cross country events
Four UNH men held onto top second behind UVM and beat- Carnival circuit with the Eastern
tested their sprinting abilities. in Hanover. For the men, Steve 20 spots.Johnson placed eighth, ing University of Alaska- championships at Middlepury.
Clocking times low in the sixty- Poulin crossed the finish in Turner
thirteenth, Chris Kuhn • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1111111~ ~ ~ - - - ~ ~......-■--1,second range over ·two runs for · seventh, Brendan Sullivan sixteenth, ·and Todd
Brickso·n·
--- -·· -· •· - ··
UNH were Chris Johnson in tenth, and Mike Hussey four- nineteenth.
teenth. The rnPn were bested
ninth and RJ Turner in 21st.
Men's head coach Paul Berton
UNH pla~~~ fourth behind by UVM and the U nversity of said_he ~as "definitely pleased

Wome n's track squad third
By Bob Arsenault
competition after over a year teamed up with Liese Schaff and
Behind two record setting off has greatly helped the wom- Sally Perkins later in the meet
performances by senior sprinter en in both cross-country and to record the fastest 4x800m
Michelle Cochran, the UNH
track.
time of the season in 9:19.8 and
women's track team finished
Beyond the record setters, the win the event. The current
third in a. quadrangular meet rest of the UNH squad also ran record of 9.16.3 was set in 1982
at B.U. behind UConn and St.
well. Following Perkins second by Seibert, Schaff, Cindy St-earns
John's.
place run in the 1500m was and Nancy Scardina.
Cochran's times of 25.7s in Liese Schaff in 4:43.8 and Steph
Also capturing a first place
the 200m and 57.8s in the 400m Edelman in a personal best time was senior weight thrower
were not only records, they were of 4:58.6.
Wendy DeCroteau as she conher best times ever and qualified
In the 800m, UNH took tinued her winning ways by
her for the ECAC champion- second and fourth as K.aki · taking first in the weight with
ships.
Seibert ran to an ECAC qual- a throw of 39'5½."
Also setting a school record
ifying time of 2:14.8 and freshIn addition, UNH also took
was Sally Perkins. Her time --man Dominique St. Pierre fol- three more fourth places. Junior
4:33.6 eclipsed the previous lowed her in--2:19.6
distance runner Maureen Conrecord easily. Perkins return to
Both Seibert and St. Pierre W. TRACK, page 26

Terrie rs top men's hoop
· By Steve Langevin
It was the Jekyl and Hyde
:UNH men's basketball team as
they dropped an ECAC North
-Atlantic Conference battle to
Boston University on the Terriers' home court. .
The first half was by far the
worst of the year for the Wildcats as they scored just 13 points
and had only five rebounds (all
defensive). Both of those _were
conference records. The Terrier
full court press gave the 'Cats
all sorts of problems, causing
11 turnovers, and when UNH
was able to get the ball up the
court they were tentative offensively. The half finally came to
a halt with BU ahead 28-13.
"We played as poorly as, we
could play in the first half," \aid
UNH Head Coach Gerry Friel.
"At halftime, we (the coaches)
told them to forget about the
first half and just go out there
and shoot."
The second half was a com-- ----- -p-lete--r-eversal-of-the-fi-r-st--half
for UNH as they came out with
the enthusiasm, intensity and
aggressiveness that they lacked
in the first half. The result was
a totally different team.
Knowing that to have any
chance at catching the Terriers
they would have to get off to
a quick second half start, the
Wildcats did just that by opening up their offense a little and
banging the boards. Two baskets
each from their front line of
Greg Steele, Dirk Koopman and
-·---:-- ·'!·y"Br1dg·e· nroughi: -UNi-I'bacF
into the game in a hurry, as they
trailed 33-26 just over three
minutes into the half.
The Wildcats were now using
the BU press to their own
advantage, attacking it for quick,
easy baskets, instead of just
trying to get the ball upcourt

SPORTS SHORTS

ACU TOURNAMENT at UNH
The University of New Hampshire will be host to this ·
year's 1985 Association of College Union-Internationa l
Region I Games and College Bowl Tournaments. The Office
of Student Activities with Jeff Onore, Don Harley and
·Stan Copeland will be coordinating the program at UNH.
·Stan has been active in ACU-I for many years and this
year will mark the completion of his three-year term as
Region I Recreation Coordinator.
At noon on February 16 & 17, the Memorial Union will
be the scene of collegiate competition in billiards, chess,
darts, hacky sack, table soccer, and table tennis. At 1 p.m. '
on Saturday in the Strafford and Senate-Merrimack Rooms •
of the MUB, the regional College Bowl competition will
begin with the finals scheduled for Sunday at 11 a.m. in
the Strafford Room. The Dover Bowl in Dover will be
the site of the ACU-I's bowling competition beginning
on Saturday at 1 p.m.
This year's program will include a new pilot activity
featuring the sport of Hacky Sack as well as a demonstration
of WHAM-O-RANG which is gaining increasing popu_larity
as a campus sport. Over 70 schools will be attending the
2-day tournament and competition .promises .to be first
rate and exciting. Spectators are welcome and encouraged ·
to attend many of the matches.

in a slower fashion as they had points, most coming from penein the first half.
trating drives to the basket.
With 14:31 left, a tip-in by UNH had four players in double
Steele closed the gap to five 37- figures. Steele had 15 points and
32 and it appeared the 'Cats 10 rebounds, Johnson and
were ready to make their move.
However BU r:eeled off the next M.HOOP, page 26
seven points while UNH was
held scoreless for almost six
minutes.
Guard Rodney Johnson rallied UNH back into the game
by scoring the Wildcats next six
points, the last three coming
when he went inside, hauled
down an offensive rebound, took
the ball up against the BU big
men, scored and was fouled. He
hit the free-throw to complete
the three-point play that made
the score 46-38 in BU's favor.
UNH continued to close in
on BU and had a chance with
4: 14 left to come within four,
but missed the front end of a
one-and-one. The Terriers then
came down and Paul Hendricks
made a three-point play th.a t
- -dosed· the door on the Wildcats.
"That was the turning point
· in the game," said Friel. "We
had the tempo and the rnomentum going our way."
Despite the loss the Wildcats
proved they can play with the
top teams in their conference
· when they play with the intensity and aggressiveness they
displayed in the second half, in
which they outscored the Terriers 38-36.
"In the second half we did
eveq~thing right__~_l:i<1:t .Vf.e_ djq .. __
- wron-g ·in the first half," said
Friel. "We executed; hit the
boards, weren't afraid to shoot
and played with confidence. We
made it interesting, but we just
had to come back from so far
down."
BU's pointguard Shawn Ty Bridge(44) makes a strong move
to the hoop against Boston University Tuesday. UNH
Teague led all scorers with 18
lost 64-51.(Steve Langevin photo)
1
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Wo me n's ho cke y clo bb ers Co lby 10-0 .·
By J. Mellow
A hat trick by freshman Sara
Case and two goals by Cheryl
Allwood led the UNH women's
ice hockey team to a 10-0 win
over Colby College Wednesday
night.
The win gives the Lady Cats
their fifth shutout of the season
and brings their record to 132 overall.
"An ineY_perien ced soalie on

the Colby team was the biggest
factor," said Head Coach Russ
McCurdy after the game. "That
and the blue line (consisting of
sophomor es Janel Siddall, Vivienne Ferry and freshman
Cheryl Allwood), who played
very well."
McCurdy, a coach who does
not make it a practice to run up
a score, tried to keep it down; a feat which may just be impossible with these three around.
"They weren't on the ice that
much," McCurdy chuckled.
"They'd go out there and
Bang!-the y'd score."
Allwood opened the scoring
just 22 seconds into the period
on a pass from center Ferry.
Siddall added the next UNH
tally at 5: 12 and defensem an
Pam Manning put home the
final score of the period at 17:59. Although UNH was unable
to capitalize on two man-up
advantages they were given in
the second period, tallies by
Ferry, Allwodd and Case ended
the period 6-0.
Four third period goals, ineluding two just 16 seconds
apart by sophomore Beth Barnhill and Case, put the game in
the bag for UNH.

1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - •

UNH forward Beth Barnhill(8 ) moving the puck up the ice Wednesda y night against Colby.
UNH was victori~us 10-0.(Rob in
Stieff photo)
Of the unused power play
advantage s, McCurdy ,said he
wasn't worried. "We got a lot
of shots, a lot of good shots,"
he said. "I go by whether we're
getting the opportuni ties. A By Chris Urick
The teams who know how to big rebound late in the game,
couple of times we didn't pass
Experienc e. It can be a vital win down the stretch are the and she played some good
W.HOCKEY, page 26 .
commodity in any facet of life, teams that usually are successful. defense," said DeMarco.
and it can be priceless in sports. In Tuesday night's women's
This was a game which was
basketball game between UNH close for its duration. Neither
and Harvard, it took the expe- team could open up more than
rience of two seasoned veterans a four point lead, until UNH
to pull out the 63-59 victory for opened up a 34-29 lead after
the Wildcats.
scoring the first two baskets of
For Kelly Butterfield , it was the second half. The first half
another game of forty minutes was neck-and- neck, as UNH
of hard work, but unlike in could not open up a lead against
previous games, offensive frus- a strong shooting Harvard club.
tration. The strong inside de"Harvard is an excellent
fense of Harvard kept the 5-11 shooting team, they' re as good
senior bottled up and held her a shooting team as anyone we'll
to just six shots the entire game. face. They' re a good team, and
Butterfield contributed in other have been close in every game
ways though, she continued to they've be~n in this year," said
dominate the boards, and play DeMarco, who was happy with
defense, and with the game on the way her team played against
the line at 55-53, she cooly sank a tough opponent. 'Tm pleased •
two free throws with 2:08 that we played well eriough to
remaining to give UNH a four beat them here (at UNH), we
point lead. A lead which was all didn't play as well as we could
they would need.
on defense, but wheh we needed
"Kelly's always there at it, we did," she added.
crunch time. She had another
Leading 30-29 at halftime,
great game,-not offensively, but UNH came out and opened up
her reboundin g and defense a five point edge, as the offenhelped us in the win. She always sive star of the night, Terri
seems to come up with the big Mulliken , hit two corner
play," said UNH Head Coach jumpers. Mulliken, a sophoCecelia DeMarco.
more, scored 23 points and
For Terri Crete, it was anoth- pulled down 10 rebounds.
er game of limited playing time,
"Terri Mulliken has played
-as she watched UNH's fresh- her two best back-to-back games
men backcourt duo of Melissa of the year, and it's just not her
Pfefferle and Michele Altobello shooting, she boxed out on the
again do the excellent job that boards, passed well, and played
they have done in all games as good defense. She's a good
of late. Yet it was Crete who player," added DeMarco, who
broke a 53-53 tie with an outside saw Harvard close back to 34jumper at the 2:27 mark, and 33 on a driving layup by Harvard
eventually sealed the victory scoring leader Barbarann Keffer
with two free throws with
(14 pcints).
nineteen seconds left to make
The teams traded two point
it 61-55.
leads throughou t the second
Denise Darling(33) following through after rele~ing a shot Tuesday night against Harvard. UNH
"Terri Crete gave us a fine
·
half, until UNH went up by four
won 63-59.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
game. She ~ad a jumper and a
W.HOOP, page 26

Wo men 's .hoo p edg es Har var d

